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This study explores Chinese learners’ metacognition in EFL pronunciation learning as well as the effectiveness of helping the learners to improve their English pronunciation by metacognitive instructions. By means of preliminary interviews and a questionnaire survey carried out in seven universities across mainland China, six factors of metacognition in EFL pronunciation were extracted via factor analysis. These were Task Knowledge of Pronunciation Learning; Person Knowledge of Pronunciation Learning; Positive Experiences in Pronunciation Learning; Motivating Experiences in Pronunciation Learning; Learning Pronunciation by External Assistance; and Learning Pronunciation by Self-Effort. Based on Flavell’s model of metacognition, the metacognitive model of pronunciation learning was constructed. In addition, following an eight-week metacognitive instruction with weekly journals kept by the participants, dynamic changes in metacognition were discovered. Moreover, as the results of pronunciation tests before and after the instruction showed, the participants manifested increased pronunciation proficiency after the instruction, suggesting that metacognitive instructions may be effective in improving learners’ pronunciation in a foreign language. Limitations of the study are discussed, and suggestions for further research are made.

Metacognition was first proposed by American developmental psychologist John H. Flavell in the 1970s. Ever since the late 1980s, researchers in applied linguistics and second language acquisition (abbreviated as SLA henceforth) began to take interest in learners’ metacognition, especially metacognitive strategies in learning a second or foreign language as a whole, or specific skill areas, such as listening, reading and writing (e.g., Goh, 1997; O’Malley & Chamot, 1990; Oxford, 1990; Vandergrift, 2002; Victori & Lockhart, 1995; Wenden, 1987, 1998, 1999, 2001; Wu, 2006, 2008; Wu & Liu 2004; Zhang, 2000, 2001, 2010; Zhang & Wu, 2009; Zhang & Zhang, 2008). Meanwhile, investigations into second language pronunciation were carried out in second language phonology with many influential models and theories being proposed (see Edwards & Zampini, 2008 for a review). Yet pronunciation-related studies from non-linguistic perspectives have been of a lower profile (for a review of age and pronunciation learning, see Flege, Yeni-Komshian & Liu, 1999 and Ioup, 2008; for general psycho-sociological factors and pronunciation, see, for example, Cummingham-Anderson, 1997 and Guiora, Beit-Hallahmi, Brannon, Dull & Scovel, 1972; for linguistic context and pronunciation, see Dickerson, 1975; and for self-concept and second language (abbreviated as L2 hereafter) pronunciation, see Pan, 2003 and Wang, 2004a, 2004b). Nonetheless, metacognition in L2 pronunciation learning has not been studied. This paper aims to investigate metacognition in English as a Foreign Language (abbreviated as EFL hereafter) pronunciation learning by both a cross-sectional and a longitudinal study, which were preceded by a preliminary one. A metacognitive model of EFL pronunciation is proposed, and dynamic development of learners’ metacognition is discovered.
Flavell (1979) defined metacognition as “knowledge and cognition about cognitive phenomena,” and the “monitoring of their own memory, comprehension and other cognitive enterprises” (p. 906). Following Flavell, Klweu (1987) viewed metacognition as “a child’s declarative knowledge about cognition, for example their own cognitive activities and abilities, and procedural knowledge, processes directed at the control and regulation of one’s own thinking” (p. 31). Brown (1987) described metacognition as “understanding of knowledge,” and claimed this understanding “can be reflected in either effective use or overt description of the knowledge in question” (p. 31). Paris and his colleagues identified two essential features in their definition of metacognition – self-appraisal and self-management – the former being “reflections about learners’ understanding of their cognitive and affective states during the cognitive process” and the latter, “mental processes that help to ‘orchestrate aspects of problem solving’” (Paris & Jacobs, 1984; Cross & Paris, 1988; Paris & Winograd, 1990 cited in Georphides, 2004, p. 365). Nelson and Narens (1994) emphasized the control and monitoring of the cognitive processes by devising a model in which control and monitoring mediate the beginning as well as terminating states of the cognitive process (meta-level and object-level).

Although definitions given by different researchers vary, common features of metacognition can be identified. Firstly, metacognition encompasses learners’ knowledge of the cognitive process – for instance, “knowledge and cognition about cognitive phenomena” (Flavell 1979, p. 906), “declarative knowledge about cognition” (Kluwe, 1987, p. 31), or “self-appraisal” (Paris & Jacobs, 1984; Cross & Paris, 1988; Paris & Winograd, 1990). Secondly, apart from learners’ knowledge of the cognitive process, metacognition also includes active control, monitoring and regulation over cognitive activities (Flavell, 1979; Brown, 1987; Kluwe, 1987; Nelson & Narens, 1994).

Models of metacognition have been proposed, such as Flavell (1979, 1987) and Nelson and Narens (1994). However, Flavell’s model has enjoyed much more popularity and has been cited by many applied linguists (e.g., Goh, 1997; Vandergrift, 2002; Victor & Lockhart, 1995; Wenden, 1987, 1998, 1999, 2001; Wu, 2006, 2008; Zhang, 2000, 2001); therefore, its components are introduced in detail.

According to Flavell (1979), metacognition is composed of metacognitive knowledge and metacognitive experiences. “Metacognitive knowledge consists primarily of knowledge or beliefs about what factors or variables act and interact in what ways to affect the course and outcome of cognitive enterprise,” and such knowledge encompasses three categories – namely person, task and strategy (p. 907). Metacognitive experiences refer to “any conscious cognitive or affective experiences that accompany and pertain to any intellectual enterprise” (p. 906).

Person knowledge refers to “the kind of acquired knowledge and beliefs that concern what human beings are like as cognitive organisms,” both intrapersonally and interpersonally (Flavell, 1987, p. 22). Task knowledge refers to something learned by the individual about “how the nature of the information encountered affects and constrains how one should deal with it” (Flavell, 1987, p. 22). It is further categorized into knowledge about “the information available to [the individual] during a cognitive enterprise” and “task demands or goals” (Flavell, 1979, p. 907). Strategy knowledge is the learner’s belief of “what strategies are likely to be effective in achieving what subgoals and goals in what sorts of cognitive undertakings” (Flavell, 1979, p. 907). According to Flavell (1987), person, task and strategy variables are not discrete from each other; they interact.

Unlike experiences of other kinds, metacognitive experiences “have to do with some cognitive endeavor or enterprise, most frequently a current, ongoing one” (Flavell, 1987, p. 24). They can be “brief or lengthy in duration,” “simple or complex in content,” and “before, after or during a cognitive enterprise” (Flavell, 1979, p. 908). Moreover, metacognitive experiences are “especially likely to occur in situations that stimulate a lot of careful, highly conscious thinking” (Flavell, 1979, p. 908). Flavell (1979) also claimed that metacognitive experiences and knowledge overlap. For instance, while solving a stubborn problem, one may recall another similar problem having been solved. In addition, metacognitive experiences can impact on cognitive goals, tasks, actions or strategies, and metacognitive knowledge. They not only can lead the learner to “establish new goals and to revise or abandon old ones” but also “affect [the learner’s] metacognitive base by adding to it, deleting from it, or revising it” (Flavell, 1979, p. 908). Furthermore, metacognitive experiences can activate both cognitive and metacognitive strategies (Flavell, 1979).

Studies on metacognition in second language acquisition can be classified into two categories: confirmatory studies of Flavell’s metacognitive model and empirical studies of metacognitive strategies. Confirmatory studies of Flavell’s metacognitive model were conducted from two perspectives: the learning of a second language in general and the learning of different language skill areas.

Wenden (1987) is the first scholar who applied the theory of metacognition in the field of second language acquisition and teaching. In a review article of metacognitive knowledge and language learning, she discussed the definitions and classification of metacognitive knowledge in Flavell’s model (Wenden, 1998). She claimed that metacognition plays a vital role in planning, monitoring, and evaluating the learning process, and suggested that teachers should try to understand learners’ beliefs and knowledge about language learning. Moreover, teachers should also try to help learners be more reflective and self-directive in second language learning. In another study, Wenden (2001) analyzed introspective and retrospective learner accounts to explore the role of metacognitive knowledge in language learning. The findings showed that metacognitive knowledge is a prerequisite to task analysis and monitoring. Task analysis guides pre-task planning (understanding task purpose, task type and task demands), and task monitoring oversees task completion (involving five processes – i.e., self-observation, assessment, deciding whether to take action, deciding how and when to take action, implementing the action). Both studies carried out by Wenden (1998, 2001) explained how metacognitive knowledge takes control over the processes of learning a second language in general, yet metacognitive experiences and their roles are not specified. Other researchers confirmed Flavell’s model of metacognition from different language skill areas, especially reading and writing (e.g., Wu, 2006, 2008; Wu & Liu, 2004; Zhang, 2000). Wu (2006) categorized metacognitive experiences in EFL writing into positive experiences and negative experiences, which filled the gap of Chinese EFL research in the less explored area of metacognitive experiences.

A large portion of metacognition related studies in SLA investigated metacognitive strategies in language learning (several influential studies being: O’Malley & Chamot, 1990; Oxford, 1990; Wen, 1993). They approached metacognitive strategies within the bigger context of learning strategies, especially with reference to cognitive strategies. Although consensus has not been reached on the exact specifications of metacognitive and cognitive strategies, researchers have agreed upon the planning, monitoring and evaluation functions of metacognitive strategies. Learners can plan and monitor their language learning tasks and evaluate their learning activities, and thus, take control over their own cognition in learning processes. Empirical studies suggested that more proficient learners are more likely to use metacognitive strategies than their less proficient counterparts in the learning of different language skills (e.g., Anderson & Vandergrift, 1996; Goh, 1997; Liu, 2004; Yuan & Xiao, 2006).
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Methodology

Three empirical studies were carried out to answer the following three research questions:
1) What are the metacognitive components in EFL pronunciation learning?
2) To what extent can metacognitive instruction help learners raise metacognitive awareness in pronunciation learning?
3) Does learners’ pronunciation improve with raised metacognitive awareness?

The preliminary study was conducted to inform and refine the subsequent cross-sectional and longitudinal studies, which aimed at, on the one hand, exploring the metacognitive components in EFL pronunciation learning, and on the other hand, delving into the effects of metacognitive instruction on the improvement of metacognitive awareness and pronunciation proficiency.

Preliminary Study

A dearth of studies on metacognition in EFL pronunciation learning requires a preliminary study to provide relevant data concerning learners’ conceptions of pronunciation learning on which further research can be more solidly based.

Participants

Altogether 11 students forming a convenient sample participated in this preliminary stage of research. Among them, four were non-English majors and seven were English majors. With the exception of two sophomore English majors, the students were in their third year. The four non-English majors participated in an unstructured group interview, whereas the seven English majors were interviewed individually with a semi-structured interview checklist (Appendix A). The students were selected with the help of a school professor, who informed them about the study. They participated voluntarily, each receiving an honorarium.

Instruments

Both an unstructured group interview and semi-structured interviews were administered at this stage to have the research better oriented in the follow-up cross-sectional and longitudinal studies. Through such interviews, the researcher can “probe for information and obtain data that often have not been foreseen” (Seliger & Shohamy, 1989).

The unstructured group interview was conducted prior to the semi-structured interviews to lay the foundation for designing the semi-structured interview checklist (Appendix A). The participants were greeted with phatic questions before the interviews started, and a campus café was chosen as the research venue to ensure that they were relaxed and comfortable, so as to avoid the “inequitable relationship” between the researcher and the participants mentioned in Nunan (1992). Therefore, more natural and authentic data could be collected.

The unstructured group interview lasted for 65 minutes, and each of the semi-structured interviews went on for 17 minutes on average. All interviews were recorded with the prior consent of all of the participants and were transcribed verbatim afterwards to ensure the reliability of the interviews (Brown, 2001).

Data Analysis and Results

Both the unstructured and semi-structured interview transcripts were analyzed in terms of recurring themes. The recurring themes of both types of interviews were reported cumulatively. Altogether five recurring themes with their sub-dimensions concerning the participants’ conceptions of English pronunciation learning were generalized with sense groups as units of analysis in Table 1.

Table 1. Recurring Themes in Both Types of Interviews

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Recurring Themes</th>
<th>Sub-Dimensions</th>
<th>Mentions as %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Motivation</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. English pronunciation is very important.</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Self-directed practice is important to pronunciation learning.</td>
<td>72.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. English learning is enjoyable.</td>
<td>63.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. I learn English simply because I love it.</td>
<td>63.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. I am interested in English.</td>
<td>54.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. I learn English because I have to pass tests.</td>
<td>45.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. I learn English pronunciation by watching movies.</td>
<td>90.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. I learn English pronunciation by imitation.</td>
<td>81.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Learning strategies</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. I seek help from others when I come across difficulties in pronunciation.</td>
<td>54.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. I learn English pronunciation by communicating with native speakers.</td>
<td>36.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. The earlier one begins English learning, the more likely one is to succeed in developing good English pronunciation.</td>
<td>72.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. The quality of early English education is crucial in shaping one’s English pronunciation.</td>
<td>72.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Starting age/quality of early English education</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. Vernacular accents of one’s mother tongue influence English pronunciation.</td>
<td>45.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>L1 transfer</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14. Language environment is important to acquiring good pronunciation.</td>
<td>63.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15. Instruction is important to developing good pronunciation.</td>
<td>45.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Cross-Sectional Study

Participants

Altogether 357 first-year English majors participated in the cross-sectional study. They were from seven universities across the People’s Republic of China. The universities were targeted in terms of university types (comprehensive universities, N=3; universities of science and technology, N=4), the economic regions they belong to (Eastern, N=3; Western, N=2; Central, N=2), and university statuses (ordinary universities, N=3; key universities, N=4). The selection of participants was assisted by the department authorities of the universities. All participants took part in the survey voluntarily, for which they received an honorarium. A 2(university types) x 2 (university statuses) x 3(regions) mixed analysis of variance (ANOVA) indicated no main effects of the three factors (university types: $F_{(2,345)} = 1.25, ns$; university statuses: $F_{(1,345)} = 1.68, ns$; regions: $F_{(2,345)} = 2.11, ns$). No significant interactions were found for university types × university statuses ($F_{(1,345)} = 1.71, ns$), university types × regions ($F_{(2,345)} = 1.92, ns$), university statuses × regions ($F_{(1,345)} = 1.08, ns$), nor university types × university statuses × regions ($F_{(2,345)} = 2.23, ns$), either. Thus, the participants of this study were from the same population.

The participants were aged between 16 and 21 years, with the average age and the mode age being 19.6 and 19, respectively. Among the participants, 94 were male (26.3%), and 263 were female (73.7%). The disproportionate number of female participants is due to the fact that many more female students are willing to become English majors than their male counterparts after secondary education.

Instruments

Design of the Questionnaire. “The Questionnaire of Metacognition in EFL Pronunciation Learning for Chinese Learners” (Appendix B) was designed in three steps. Initially, Flavell’s (1979, 1987) model of metacognition was taken as the theoretical basis. Secondly, results of the preliminary study were taken into consideration in constructing the “Theoretical Framework” of the questionnaire (Table 2). Thirdly, questionnaires and research results of other relevant studies (Pan, 2003; Peterson, 2000; Wu, 2006) were referenced while writing the items.

Readers may notice that some categories are more full than others. This is because the items were designed on the basis of existing literature and the results of the preliminary study. Some categories were less talked about than others in the first place, resulting in categories of varied sizes. The items in this questionnaire were written in Chinese. With the exception of items of multiple-select and binary choices, all items were measured by a five-point Likert scale, anchored at one end by 1 = Never true for me and at the other end by 5 = Always true for me. Item 10 was an open-ended question, aiming to explore how language environment influences pronunciation proficiency among those respondents who had been in an English speaking country before. Regrettably, only two respondents reported to have such experience, and they failed to give adequate information.

A detailed survey of pronunciation learning difficulties was affixed at the end of the questionnaire. Respondents were expected to rate each of the individual phonemes and suprasegmental features (stress, liaison, weak-forms, rhythm, assimilation, and intonation) on a five-point Likert scale (1 = very easy for me; 5 = very difficult for me). In addition, the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) symbols used in the questionnaire were the ones adopted in Wells (2000). Each phoneme was illustrated by an example word to avoid misinterpretation by the respondents, albeit this set of symbols are now widely used in textbooks in China. In this paper, symbols of the American Phonetic Alphabet (APA) are also provided in parentheses where the IPA and APA symbols differ in denoting the same phoneme to cater to different preferences of the readers.

Data Analysis. Items were coded before inputting the data into SPSS 16.0 for analysis. Items 27 and 57 were negative in meaning and, therefore, were reversely scored. The reliability of the questionnaire was confirmed before the exploratory factor analysis for the exploration of metacognitive components of pronunciation learning. 1) Reliability of the Questionnaire. Item analysis (Qin, 2003) was carried out before the normality test and internal reliability examinations. When computing the total scores of all the 357 respondents, the first 25% ($N=92$) having the highest scores (>218; Max = 253) were labeled as the high-score group; and the last 25% ($N=92$) with the lowest scores (<190; Min = 155) were labeled as the low-score group. Independent samples $t$-tests were administered to target the items failing to discriminate between the two groups. The $t$-values of Item 13 ($t = 40, df = 152, p > .05$, two-tailed) and Item 58 ($t = -1.97, df = 145.30, p > .05$, two-tailed) were not significant; hence, these items did not discriminate between the high- and low-score groups. They were discarded in further analysis.

The Kolgomorov-Smirnov test confirmed that the data are normally distributed ($Z = .709, p = .697$), meeting the normality assumption of factor analysis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2. Theoretical Framework and Items Distribution in the Questionnaire</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Item Categories</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Items</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>General Information</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motivation in learning English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ideas on English pronunciation and the learning of it</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ideas on a stand-alone course of English pronunciation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Person Knowledge</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ideas about self English pronunciation learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ideas about another’s English pronunciation learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Task Knowledge</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ideas about the standards of good English pronunciation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ideas about the significance of good English pronunciation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Strategy Knowledge</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-effort in English pronunciation learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seeking help from others in English pronunciation learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Metacognitive Experiences</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive and negative experiences in English pronunciation learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confidence in English pronunciation learning</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Furthermore, Cronbach's alpha coefficients were calculated to corroborate the questionnaire reliability. The parts of General Information (α = .715), Task Knowledge (α = .841), Strategy Knowledge (α = .811), and Metacognitive Experiences (α = .708) as well as the whole questionnaire (α = .862) showed satisfactory internal consistency (Dörnyei, 2003).

2) Exploratory Factor Analysis. The values of multivariate normality and sampling adequacy obtained by the Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO) test and Bartlett’s test of sphericity (KMO = .814 > .80; χ²(1540) = 7273.90, p < .001) indicated that the data were suitable for factor analysis. Principal component analysis was conducted with Varimax rotation to reduce dimensions. Other types of analysis, such as principle factor analysis, were avoided because this study is based on an existing model of metacognition (Flavell, 1979), and a study of structure in the data would not be necessary. Items with loadings less than .35 were eliminated, and six factors were obtained. The eigenvalues of the factors all exceeded 1.0, and the six factors explained 35.70% of the total variance. The author did not include more factors to reach the cut-off of 50% of explained variance since they were hardly informative. The naming of the factors is detailed in “Results and discussion of the cross-sectional study.”

Longitudinal Study

Participants

Altogether 12 first-year English majors at Renmin University of China participated in the longitudinal study voluntarily because they were interested in metacognition and pronunciation learning after the questionnaire survey. Six of them (one male and five females, coded as A-F) were in the instruction group, and another six (two males and four females, coded as G-L) formed the natural group. The homogeneity of the two groups was very likely due to descriptively similar performance in the pre-test before the eight-week metacognitive instruction of pronunciation learning. However, because of health reasons, Participant C missed the second and fourth sessions of the instruction, and Participants D and F missed the second and third sessions, respectively. Readers should be aware that the longitudinal study was not an experiment in a strict sense due to small sample sizes (thus, terms like “experimental” and “control groups” are avoided). As a result, strong inferences from the statistical part of the study should not be made.

Instruments

1. Eight-Week Instruction. Altogether seven sessions were organized to explore if there was any dynamic progress of metacognitive awareness in EFL pronunciation learning. The instruction took Flavell’s (1979, 1987) model of metacognition as the theoretical basis in reference to O’Malley and Chamot’s (1990) classification of learning strategies and Peterson’s (2000) categorization of pronunciation learning strategies. Both segmental and suprasegmental features weighed equal in the instruction. The most difficult aspects of pronunciation learning (/ŋ, ð, θ, ɫ, ʤ (ǰ), ʒ (ž)/ and all suprasegmental features) rated by the questionnaire respondents in the cross-sectional study were treated with special attention.

2. Weekly Journals. The participants were required to keep weekly journals throughout the instruction to help them consciously monitor their learning experiences and identify problem areas for the achievement of their learning objectives. In addition, the journal entries provided important data to examine regarding metacognitive changes in pronunciation learning.

Guiding questions (Table 5) were designed to offset the argument of “lack of structure” of journals mentioned in Mackey and Gass (2005). In addition, the participants were asked to use Chinese in journal writing in order to ensure the clarity and validity of journal contents.

3. Tests. Two identical tests were administered to both groups before and after the instruction to see to what extent the instruction can help improve their pronunciation proficiency. According to Hewings (2004), both productive and receptive skills were tested.

A listening test designed by Wang (2005) was employed to measure the participants’ receptive ability. Both segmental and suprasegmental features were targeted in the test. Altogether 60 items constitute the listening test, and one point was awarded for each correct response.

Table 3. Instructional Principles of Metacognition in EFL Pronunciation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task Knowledge</th>
<th>Helping the participants have a better understanding of EFL pronunciation and the standards of good pronunciation.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Person Knowledge</td>
<td>Helping the participants be more aware of the strengths and weaknesses in their own as well as others’ pronunciation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strategy Knowledge</td>
<td>Helping the participants to: -acquire the rudiments of the English sound system; -set individualized goals and objectives; -plan pronunciation learning tasks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metacognitive Knowledge</td>
<td>Encouraging the participants to: -monitor their own pronunciation learning; -evaluate their own as well as others’ pronunciation; -seek help in pronunciation learning.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metacognitive Experiences</td>
<td>Helping the participants be aware of their experiences in pronunciation learning, and adjust their objectives and strategies accordingly.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The researcher employed the following methods to raise the participants’ metacognitive awareness in pronunciation learning: introducing different aspects of English pronunciation heuristically; explaining features of English pronunciation through film clips; encouraging the participants to evaluate and compare the pronunciation of successful learners to their own; showing the participants how to plan and monitor their pronunciation learning progress; and requiring them to keep weekly journals.
A “text read aloud” task was administered to measure productive ability because this task can tightly control the language to allow direct comparison among testees (Hewings, 2004). The “Diagnostic Passage” in Celce-Murcia, Brinton and Goodwin (1996) was utilized. The participants were required to read the text at normal speed while being recorded. However, because of personal reasons, Participant F was unable to take this productive part of the post-test. All the readings were recorded and saved into .wav format by AdobeAudition 1.5 with the sampling rate of 44 kHz.

Table 4. Results of Pre- and Post-Tests

| Participants | Text Read Aloud | |  | Listening | |  | Text Read Aloud | |  | Listening |
|--------------|----------------|------|------|----------------|------|------|----------------|------|------|
|              | (Pre-Test)     |      |      | (Pre-Test)     |      |      | (Post-Test)    |      |      |
|              | Hol            | Seg  | Sup  | Hol            | Seg  | Sup  | Hol            | Seg  | Sup  |
| A            | 3.25           | 3.00 | 2.50 | 46.00          | 3.63 | 3.25 | 3.25           | 54.00 |
| B            | 2.50           | 2.75 | 2.13 | 49.00          | 2.50 | 3.00 | 2.38           | 52.00 |
| C            | 3.25           | 4.00 | 2.88 | 46.00          | 3.00 | 4.25 | 2.88           | 49.00 |
| D            | 3.50           | 3.50 | 3.88 | 46.00          | 4.38 | 4.50 | 3.63           | 52.00 |
| E            | 1.75           | 1.63 | 2.00 | 45.00          | 2.13 | 2.38 | 1.88           | 50.00 |
| F            | 1.50           | 2.00 | 1.50 | 46.00          | --   | --   | --             | 47.00 |
| Mean         | 2.63           | 2.81 | 2.48 | 46.33          | 3.13 | 3.78 | 2.80           | 50.67 |
| SD           | 0.85           | 0.89 | 0.83 | 1.37           | 0.90 | 0.89 | 0.70           | 2.50  |

Note: “Hol” refers to the holistic score, while “Seg” and “Sup” refer to the analytical scores for segmental and suprasegmental features respectively.

Two raters experienced in teaching pronunciation to English majors (inter-rater reliabilities [Pearson’s r]: r<sub>holistic</sub> = .745, r<sub>segmental</sub> = .746, r<sub>suprasegmental</sub> = .739; p < .0001, two-tailed) were enrolled to give both holistic scores (overall pronunciation proficiency) and analytical scores (performance in segmental and suprasegmental features) to all the sound files. The raters were blind to the group memberships. Both scores were rated on a scale from 0 (hardly intelligible) to 5 (near native competence). Moreover, a plus sign (an addition of .50) and a minus sign (a subtraction of .25) were allowed to modify each score. The final scores for each participant were the mean scores of the two raters.

Results and Discussion of the Cross-Sectional Study

Metacognitive Model of EFL Pronunciation Learning

Six factors were yielded after factor analysis among the questionnaire items; these factors are the metacognitive components in EFL pronunciation learning

1. Task Knowledge of Pronunciation Learning. This factor consists of the items related to learners’ understanding of the beneficial effects of good pronunciation, either in language learning per se or in social life. (Items 31, 30, 33, 35, 32, 29, 28, 36, and 34. They are listed in descending order of loadings. Variance explained = 9.8%.)

2. Person Knowledge in Pronunciation Learning. This factor comprises self-evaluation of pronunciation learning ability and outcomes and evaluation of other learners’ pronunciation proficiency. (Items 11, 12, 15 and 14. Variance explained = 6.1%)

3. Positive Experiences in Pronunciation Learning. This factor encompasses experiences of success in pronunciation learning. (Items 61, 64, 60, 62, 63, 16, 56 and 59. Variance explained = 5.7%)

4. Motivating Experiences in Pronunciation Learning. This factor addresses either learners’ motivation to learn English pronunciation or their experiences which give them impetus to improve their pronunciation. (Items 3, 1, 2, 17 and 4. Variance explained = 4.9%)

5. Learning Pronunciation by External Assistance. This factor pertains to the tactics learners adopt in their pronunciation learning. For example, they may seek help from others or find learning aids, such as books and recorders. (Items 48, 50, 46, 47, 49 and 44. Variance explained = 4.8%)

6. Learning Pronunciation by Self-Effort. Also concerning learning tactics, this factor is more internal in nature – i.e., the initiatives learners take to improve their pronunciation. (Items 53, 45, 20, 51 and 21. Variance explained = 4.4%)

Based on Flavell’s (1979, 1987) model of metacognition, the six factors can be structured into a new model of EFL pronunciation learning:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metacognitive Experiences</th>
<th>Motivating</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Positive Experiences</td>
<td>Task</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metacognitive Knowledge</td>
<td>Person</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strategies</td>
<td>Self-Effort</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>External Assistance</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1. Metacognitive Model of EFL Pronunciation Learning.

Significance of the Metacognitive Model of EFL Pronunciation Learning

The Metacognitive Model of EFL Pronunciation Learning refines Flavell’s model of metacognition in the following aspects:

1. It clarifies the components of metacognitive experiences. In Flavell (1987), metacognitive experiences were vaguely defined as experiences “[having] to do with some cognitive endeavor or enterprise, most frequently a current, ongoing one” (pp. 22-24). Without further elaboration on the components, this definition is hardly informative or useful in actual research. The results of this study suggest that two components, Positive Experiences and Motivating Experiences, could be further specified in metacognitive experiences. Positive Experiences rest on learners’ feelings of success while completing the learning task. Such positive feelings do not originate in a vacuum but are based on conditions like adequate learning time and external assistance. As Factor 5 shows, seeking help from others is a tactic commonly adopted by learners; this bridges metacognitive
experiences with strategies. Therefore, metacognitive experiences are not isolated from other components, especially strategy knowledge. The adoption of appropriate strategies can make the learning process more efficient one, which in turn gives learners positive experiences; and such experiences can consolidate their awareness to use such strategies.

Apart from Positive Experiences, Motivating Experiences also fall under the scope of metacognitive experiences. Motivation is an important learner variable that adds “person” to the “task” variable and thus becomes more highly motivated in English learning. In this study, 243 (67.3%) among the 361 respondents mentioned that they learn English because they like the language, while a similar amount of respondents (N=259, 71.7%) claimed that they need English in their future careers. Therefore, this factor is not biased towards either end of integrative or instrumental motivation (Gardner & Lambert, 1959, 1972; Gardner, 1985) but is of a neutral nature. In short, from the perspectives of feelings of success and motivating impetuses, researchers can gain much insight into metacognitive experiences in pronunciation learning.

2. This model classifies Metacognitive Strategies into Self-Effort Strategies and External Assistance Strategies. This dichotomy approaches metacognitive strategies from the angle of the person variable. The strategies learners adopt either originate from what they have learned in their previous education or from external assistance that they receive from various sources. Moreover, this classification of metacognitive strategies manifests in the specific nature of pronunciation learning. Citing Scovel (1988), Ioup (2008) claimed that pronunciation was “the only part of language that was physical and demanded neuromuscular programming” (p. 41). Therefore, the way learners approach pronunciation learning cannot be identical to the learning of other linguistic aspects because learners have to be more aware of their own strengths and weaknesses in order to better control their speech.

Pronunciation is an intangible aspect in foreign language learning. Learners may not have a systematic and concrete perception of what it is nor how to improve their pronunciation effectively. They may rely heavily on external resources or assistance. For example, they may consult relevant books and other materials to learn more about English pronunciation (Item 46). They may also turn to others for help by asking teachers, native speakers and other students to correct their pronunciation errors (Items 50 and 49). At the same time, learners may pay attention to the manner in which others enunciate English sounds. The may watch cues such as lip shapes, which are the most notable features (Items 48 and 44). However, a native speaker or teacher with good pronunciation may not always be present when a learner is in need of assistance, so learners may choose to record their own pronunciation for comparison with standard pronunciation and then target the incongruities (Item 47).

Good pronunciation in a foreign language is a complicated neuromuscular process. In order for the movements of speech organs to be more kinesthetic, learners must constantly reflect upon their own learning progression and rectify any flaws (Item 53). Furthermore, they may summarize the rules of English pronunciation based on their experiences with pronunciation learning activities. In short, different evaluations of the significance of pronunciation learning can result in different types of motivation to improve pronunciation. However, if a learner learns English in order to communicate with others or has a high degree of acculturation, he or she may have a stronger motivation to improve pronunciation so as to ensure a smoother communication or sound more like a native speaker. Moreover, there might be a third group of learners, who hold that it is acceptable to speak English with a tinge of their L1. This group of learners does not highly regard the significance of pronunciation learning and thus is not motivated to embark upon pronunciation learning activities. In short, different evaluations of the significance of a learning task can result in different motivations to involve oneself in the learning task.

Strengths and Limitations of the Cross-Sectional Study

There are four key strengths of the cross-sectional study. First of all, the questionnaire was not only designed on the basis of Flavell’s model of metacognition, but it also synthesized other relevant studies. Secondly, a preliminary study was conducted to inform the questionnaire design. Thirdly, considerations were made to ensure the representativeness of the targeted sample. Respondents were selected from both key and ordinary universities, either comprehensive or technical, in the three economic regions. Lastly, the study confirmed the major components of Flavell’s model of metacognition and modified it to illustrate learners’ metacognition in pronunciation learning.

This study, nevertheless, is not free from limitations. Due to limited resources, targeted sampling was adopted instead of random sampling, thereby prohibiting generalization. Also because of limited time and resources, it was not feasible to conduct a standardized pronunciation test among all the participants in the cross-sectional study. As a result, the relationship between pronunciation proficiency and metacognitive ability cannot be explored.

Results and Discussion of the Longitudinal Study

Pronunciation Proficiency Before and After the Instruction

Tests of English pronunciation proficiency were conducted before and after the instruction sessions among both instruction and natural group participants. The scores of “text read aloud” and listening tasks were similar for both the instruction group (M = 2.63, MSup = 2.81, Mseg = 2.48, Mrest = 46.33; SD = .85, SDsup = .89, SDseg = .83, SDrest = 1.37) and the natural group (M = 2.75, Msup = 2.81, Mseg = 2.79, MSrest = 47.5, SDsup = 2.81, SDseg = 46.33, SDrest = 1.37). The means and standard deviations of the pre-test scores for both “text read aloud” and listening tasks were similar for both the instruction group (M = 2.63, MSup = 2.81, Mseg = 2.48, Mrest = 46.33; SD = .85, SDsup = .89, SDseg = .83, SDrest = 1.37) and the natural group (M = 2.75, Msup = 2.81, Mseg = 2.79, MSrest = 47.5, SDsup = 2.81, SDseg = 46.33, SDrest = 1.37).
The pronunciation scores of the instruction group improved after the eight-week pronunciation instruction. The means of the holistic score, segmental features score and suprasegmental features score improved by .50, .97 and .32, respectively. The mean of the listening score improved from 46.33 to 50.67. In contrast, the natural group participants did not perform better in the post-test than in the pre-test, and the scores for segmental and suprasegmental features even saw a slight decline. Although the results suggested that there may have been improvement in the instruction group, the sample size was not large enough to carry out reliable inferential statistical procedures, such as a paired sample t-test to prove that a significant difference existed between the scores of the two tests.

The holistic score of Participant C and the scores of suprasegmental features of Participants D and E declined after the instruction. Such declination, nevertheless, was not forceful enough to negate the effectiveness of the instruction. Participant C missed two sessions of the instruction, which could account for her undesirable holistic performance. Moreover, the difference was small (the largest being .25) and could have been due to the unnaturalness while reading aloud (Cruttenden, 2001). Also, except for only one type of score, these participants rated much higher in other aspects in the post-test than in the pre-test.

According to Table 4, the instruction group participants showed the highest degree of improvement in segmental features and the lowest in suprasegmental features. This disparity may be the result of the “teachability-learnability scale” of different aspects of pronunciation pointed out by Dalton and Seidlhofer (1994). According to Dalton and Seidlhofer, aspects like the difference between voiced and voiceless consonants are easy to describe and generalize and thus are teachable. Yet other aspects like intonation involve attitudinal function extremely dependent on the context and therefore are more likely learned without teacher intervention. Throughout the instruction, the researcher constantly emphasized the importance of suprasegmental features and their context-dependent characteristics in order to raise learners’ metacognitive awareness in learning such aspects. For instance, the researcher demonstrated that sentences with exactly the same words can connote different meanings with different types of intonation. In conclusion, the pre- and post-test scores suggest – although without any statistical inference – that metacognitive instruction may be useful in improving learners’ pronunciation.

Results and Discussion of Weekly Journals Analysis

The participants were asked to keep weekly journals for eight consecutive weeks (November 8th – December 27th, 2008), excluding the week of mid-term examinations. By the end of the instruction, they were expected to submit seven journals each. The actual numbers of journals turned in by Participants A-F were 6, 5, 4, 7, 5 and 6, respectively.

Analysis of Weekly Journals

The weekly journals were analyzed in three periods so as to obtain dynamic data of the changes in the participants’ pronunciation learning metacognition. The journals of the first two weeks were put into the category of “Period I,” and those of the last two weeks were categorized as “Period III.” The rest were grouped into “Period II.”

Recurring Themes and their Discussion

1. Recurring Themes in Period I. Altogether nine journals were given back to the researcher in this period out of the expected 12. Participants C and D failed to give back the journals of the second week, while Participant B missed the journal of the first week. The following table shows the recurring themes categorized in accordance with Flavell’s model of metacognition.

| Table 5. Flavell’s Metacognitive Model and Guiding Questions for Journal Writing |
|-----------------------|-----------------------|
| **Metacognitive Knowledge** | **Task Knowledge** |
| **Person Knowledge** | **Strategy Knowledge** |
| **Puzzlements in Pronunciation Learning of the Week** | 1. What have you learned in this week? What are the characteristics of the learning tasks? What are the standards for mastering the learning tasks? |
| 2. What are your strengths and weaknesses in this week’s pronunciation learning? Why? |
| 3. What are the strengths and weaknesses of others, according to your observations? |
| 4. How did you plan for this week’s pronunciation learning? Why do you make such plans? |
| 5. How did you monitor the correctness of your pronunciation? |
| 6. Is this week’s pronunciation learning effective? Why? |
| 7. What are your experiences in this week’s pronunciation learning? |
| 8. Do you have any questions regarding this week’s pronunciation learning? |

Recurring Themes in Period I. Altogether nine journals were given back to the researcher in this period out of the expected 12. Participants C and D failed to give back the journals of the second week, while Participant B missed the journal of the first week. The following table shows the recurring themes categorized in accordance with Flavell’s model of metacognition.
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Period I, the learners showed that they were able to evaluate the effects of the learning tasks
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pronunciation learning. Unlike the recurring themes under “task knowledge” in Period I,
which only indicated the learners’ understanding of the characteristics of learning tasks,
the participants showed that they were able to evaluate the effects of the learning tasks
in Period II. For instance, recurring themes 1 and 2 indicate that the learners understood
the significance of the learning tasks.

As for “person knowledge” in Period II, the participants not only revealed their
beliefs about themselves in pronunciation learning (recurring themes 5, 6 and 8) but also
about the pronunciation of other learners (recurring theme 7). Moreover, their beliefs
about themselves even affected their choice of learning preferences (recurring theme 8).
beliefs about themselves in pronunciation learning (recurring themes 5, 6 and 8) but also
about the pronunciation of other learners (recurring theme 7). Moreover, their beliefs
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11. Seeking help from others.

Metacognitive Experiences
12. It needs time and efforts to improve my pronunciation.
13. I feel that my tongue is clumsy when speaking English.

Most of the recurring themes in “task knowledge” pertain to the nature and
characteristics of specific learning tasks (e.g., recurring themes 1, 2, 3 and 5). In addition,
two recurring themes (4 and 6) show the learners’ understanding of the standards for
mastering the learning tasks. After two weeks of instruction, the learners only presented
a rudimentary understanding of what was involved in the pronunciation learning tasks.
With regard to “person knowledge,” the participants demonstrated basic
awareness of their strengths and weaknesses in the learning tasks (recurring themes 7 and 8). With regard to “metacognitive strategies,” it is evident from the recurring themes
that the participants know how to plan (recurring themes 9 and 10), monitor (recurring
theme 11) and evaluate (recurring theme 12) their pronunciation learning. Compared with
Period I, they were more aware of how to accomplish the tasks in pronunciation learning. Additionally, in this period, the participants had negative experiences while using the
monitoring strategy (recurring theme 13).

As for “person knowledge” in Period II, the participants not only revealed their
beliefs about themselves in pronunciation learning (recurring themes 5, 6 and 8) but also
about the pronunciation of other learners (recurring theme 7). Moreover, their beliefs
about themselves even affected their choice of learning preferences (recurring theme 8).

Table 6. Recurring Themes in Period I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Recurring Themes</th>
<th>Times of Occurrences</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Strong vibrations of the vocal folds occur in voiced consonants, but not in their voiceless counterparts.</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. The vowels before voiced consonants are longer than those in other places.</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. English voiced consonants are not entirely equal to unaspirated consonants in Chinese.</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. We have to avoid Chinese interference when producing English stops, fricative, and affricates.</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Words in an English sentence are not equally prominent.</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. We should pay attention to the stress allocation when doing listening tasks.</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. I’m not accustomed to pronouncing voiced stops.</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. I can learn English stress easily.</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. If I had paid more attention to pronunciation in high school, I could have been better at English pronunciation.</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Paying attention to native speakers’ pronunciation.</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. Seeking help from others.</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. It needs time and efforts to improve my pronunciation.</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. I feel that my tongue is clumsy when speaking English.</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Period I, the learners did not show noticeable awareness of any specific
strategies for pronunciation learning. Although some strategies like “to practice more”
and “to work hard” were found in their journals, these references were too vague and
general to suggest raised awareness in strategy use. However, two more concrete strategies
were extracted: “seeking help from others” and “paying attention to native speakers’
pronunciation.” These two strategies conform to the factor of “External Assistance
Strategies” (Factor 5) found in the cross-sectional research.

Insofar as metacognitive experiences are concerned, the participants mentioned
negative experiences in pronunciation learning. As recurring theme 13 shows, the learners
felt their tongues were clumsy when speaking English. In order to overcome the difficulties
they encountered, time and effort are required (recurring theme 12).

In summary, after two sessions of metacognitive instruction, the participants
showed only some basic metacognitive awareness in pronunciation learning. The
sophistication of metacognitive awareness is expected in Periods II and III.

2. Recurring Themes in Period II. Period II lasted for four weeks with three
instruction sessions. Therefore, each participant was expected to finish three journals. Altogether 15 journals were given back; however, Participants A, B and C missed one
journal each. Table 7 shows the recurring themes of this period.

In Period II, the participants showed deeper understanding of the task of
pronunciation learning. Unlike the recurring themes under “task knowledge” in Period I,
which only indicated the learners’ understanding of the characteristics of learning tasks,
the participants showed that they were able to evaluate the effects of the learning tasks
in Period II. For instance, recurring themes 1 and 2 indicate that the learners understand
the significance of the learning tasks.

As for “person knowledge” in Period II, the participants not only revealed their
beliefs about themselves in pronunciation learning (recurring themes 5, 6 and 8) but also
about the pronunciation of other learners (recurring theme 7). Moreover, their beliefs
about themselves even affected their choice of learning preferences (recurring theme 8).
Table 7. Recurring Themes in Period II

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Recurring Themes</th>
<th>Times of Occurrences</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Strong and weak forms can make my English more rhythmic.</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Linking, assimilation and elision are practical, and a good command of these aspects presupposes a purer accent.</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. The lip shapes and tongue heights are important to produce vowels.</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. We have to be able to link, assimilate and omit sounds in natural speech.</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. I don’t always know when to produce weak forms.</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. I didn’t pay much attention to pronunciation in the past, so it is hard to rectify some sounds.</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Although some classmates can pronounce single words correctly, their English lacks rhythm in connected speech.</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. I find it rather weird to pronounce the “r” sound in American English, so I think the British accent is more suitable for me. / I like the casualness of the American accent and would like it to be the norm used for learning.</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. I plan to watch American sitcoms (or movies) everyday and imitate the actors’ pronunciation.</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. I plan to read English poems to have a better understanding of English rhythm.</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. While speaking English, I consciously check whether I am giving functional words less prominence.</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. I record my speech and compare it with the standard speech.</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. I consciously checked whether I had pronounced certain sounds correctly, but that impaired my fluency.</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14. Good pronunciation can raise my confidence and it is worth the effort.</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8. Recurring Themes in Period III

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Recurring Themes</th>
<th>Times of Occurrences</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. English has wavier intonation than Chinese.</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Information beyond words can be expressed by intonation.</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Intonation, together with stress, strong and weak forms, are more important than individual sounds.</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Speech rate does not presuppose good pronunciation, but rhythm and prosody do.</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Intonation can be better learned in context.</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. I have big problems in English intonation.</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Most of my classmates speak English in a plain and dull way.</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. I plan to watch English movies (or sitcoms) at regular intervals and pay attention to the actors’ intonation.</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. I plan to go to the “English Corner” every week.</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. I will record my speech and find my flaws.</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. I feel that intonation is difficult to grasp.</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. I feel happy because I can use intonation to express meaning beyond words alone.</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. Recurring Themes in Period III. The last period continued for another two weeks. Twelve journals were expected to be submitted, yet Participant C failed to turn in the journal of the seventh week, and Participants E and F did not turn in the journals of the eighth week. Generalized recurring themes are displayed in Table 8.
In Period III, the participants showed a wide range of understanding of pronunciation learning tasks. The recurring themes in this category fall into two types: understanding of task characteristics (recurring themes 1, 2, 4 and 5) and understanding of task significance (recurring theme 3). These recurring themes further confirmed the findings of the previous period.

Recurring themes 6 and 7 concern the participants’ understanding of both selves and others as pronunciation learners. Recurring themes 8, 9 and 10 illustrate that the participants use planning and evaluating strategies in their pronunciation learning. No deeper understandings of person and strategy knowledge were found in Period III than in Period II.

Recurring themes 11 and 12 reflect the participants’ negative and positive experiences in pronunciation learning respectively. No improvements in the awareness of metacognitive experiences were found in this period either.

The participants’ metacognitive awareness in Period III did not show further development as had been expected. One possible reason is that there might be a plateau for the development of metacognitive awareness in pronunciation learning. If the duration of the longitudinal research could be extended, it would be possible to determine whether the participants’ metacognitive awareness would develop with additional time. Another reason for the lack of improvement could be the fact that Period III was near the semester end and the participants could not afford as much time in journal writing as before.

In conclusion, by analyzing the recurring themes generalized from the three periods in the longitudinal research, it was discovered that the participants’ metacognitive awareness was enhanced after the instruction. Therefore, it can be inferred that metacognitive instruction helps raise learners’ metacognitive awareness in pronunciation learning. A plateau of the development of learners’ metacognition was also found in this research, which requires further studies to confirm its existence.

Strengths and Limitations of the Longitudinal Study

The longitudinal research has three major strengths. Firstly, as Cohen (1998) claimed, diaries and journals are effective research instruments for exploring learners’ ideas and beliefs about learning tasks. The incorporation of weekly journals offers much information on the dynamic changes of metacognition in pronunciation learning. Secondly, the participants’ pronunciation proficiency was not only assessed holistically but analytically as well. From the holistic score and the scores of both segmental and suprasegmental features, richer data on the improvement of pronunciation proficiency was able to be obtained. Finally, the findings confirmed that the effectiveness of metacognitive instruction of pronunciation is highly likely.

The longitudinal research, however, is not free from limitations. The participants missed several weekly journals which prevented the researcher from getting more information on their changes in metacognitive awareness. Also, due to time constraints, the instruction only lasted for eight weeks. More detailed information on the changes in pronunciation learning metacognition could have been obtained if the duration of the instruction was longer.

Conclusion

By means of factor analysis, the components that constitute learners’ metacognitive ability in pronunciation learning were explored. According to the internal relationships of these components, the metacognitive model of pronunciation learning was established. This model confirmed the major components of Flavell’s (1979, 1987) model of metacognition by verifying the existence of both metacognitive experiences and metacognitive knowledge, including person, task and strategy knowledge. The present model went on to refine Flavell’s model of metacognition by identifying the subcomponents of metacognitive experiences and metacognitive knowledge. “Positive experiences” and “motivating experiences” as well as two types of metacognitive strategies – “self-effort strategies” and “external assistance strategies” – were discovered. Wen (2003) pointed out the dearth of studies on pronunciation learning strategies and this research could provide significant insight for further studies in such area.

Pedagogically, this research proved the effectiveness of metacognitive instruction for raising learners’ metacognitive awareness in pronunciation learning. By analyzing the weekly journals that the participants kept throughout the eight-week metacognitive instruction of pronunciation, dynamic changes in learners’ metacognitive awareness were observed. Instruction was found to be effective in helping learners improve their metacognitive ability so that they can become more self-directed in their English pronunciation learning.

Descriptive statistics showed that the pronunciation proficiency of the instruction group participants marked an improvement after the instruction. This suggests that learners’ pronunciation proficiency may increase with raised metacognitive awareness, yet strong inferences should be avoided. The research also confirmed the rationality of the “teachability-learnability scale” proposed by Dalton and Seidlhofer (1994). Segmental features, such as the voicing of consonants, can be taught explicitly, whereas suprasegmental features, like intonation, are better for learners to learn in context on their own.

Further research is strongly suggested. Replication studies are warranted to test the rationality of the present model of metacognition in pronunciation learning. Correlational studies between the metacognitive components in the present model and pronunciation proficiency are necessary to determine the degree of correlation between pronunciation proficiency and specific metacognitive ability. Regressional studies can also be done to explore which of the metacognitive components can predict pronunciation proficiency. Lastly, longitudinal studies of this kind with longer duration as well as a larger sample size are advised to investigate whether there is a plateau for the improvement of metacognitive awareness, how long the plateau, if any, lasts, and the reasons for the existence of such a plateau. A larger sample size would also allow statistical inferences to be made.
Appendices

Appendix A

Semi-Structured Interview Checklist in the Preliminary Study (translated from Chinese)

1. When did you start your English learning?
2. Do you like learning English? Why?
3. Is English pronunciation important? Why?
4. What practice do you usually do to improve your English pronunciation?
5. What factors do you think determine one’s English pronunciation proficiency?
6. Are you satisfied with your pronunciation?
7. Do you have anything to say about English pronunciation learning?

Appendix B

Questionnaire of Metacognition in EFL Pronunciation Learning for Chinese Tertiary Learners (translated from Chinese)

Name (optional)______ Age______ Sex______ University______

Part I General Information

1. I like learning English. 5 4 3 2 1
2. English is a nice language to listen to. 5 4 3 2 1
3. I like imitating standard English pronunciation. 5 4 3 2 1
4. I admire learners with good English pronunciation. 5 4 3 2 1
5. I study English because _____ (check the one/ones that apply)
   A. I’m interested in the language.
   B. I’m interested in the culture of English-speaking countries.
   C. I like to make friends with other people who speak English.
   D. I learn English for school credit.
   E. I need English for my future career.
   F. I plan to travel abroad.
   G. I plan to study abroad.
   H. I plan to work abroad.
   I. Other reasons. Please specify __________________________
6. Have you ever had a specific course for English pronunciation? 5 4 3 2 1
   A. Yes. B. No. (If you choose A, please go on with Question 7 and ignore Question 8.
      If you choose B, please go to Question 8 directly.)
7. I benefit a lot from the specific course of English pronunciation. 5 4 3 2 1
8. I want to attend a specific course of English pronunciation. 5 4 3 2 1
9. Have you ever traveled or studied in an English-speaking country before? 5 4 3 2 1
   A. Yes. B. No. (If you choose A, please go on with Question 10. If you choose B, please
      go to Question 11 directly.)
10. I have traveled/studied in an English-speaking country for ______ months. Do you
    think this experience helps you improve your English pronunciation? Why or why not?
    Please briefly state your opinions below.

Part II Person Knowledge

11. My English pronunciation is good. 5 4 3 2 1
12. I can tell which of my classmates have pronunciation that is good or poor. 5 4 3 2 1
13. My Chinese vernacular affects my English pronunciation. 5 4 3 2 1
14. I have the ability to recognize different speech sounds. 5 4 3 2 1

Part III Task Knowledge

15. I have the ability to learn English pronunciation. 5 4 3 2 1
16. I am confident that I can learn good English pronunciation. 5 4 3 2 1
17. I am motivated to learn English pronunciation. 5 4 3 2 1
18. The pronunciation of my first English teacher is good. 5 4 3 2 1
19. I was influenced by the pronunciation of my first English teacher. 5 4 3 2 1
20. I can recognize the problems in my English pronunciation. 5 4 3 2 1
21. I have strategies to rectify the problems in my pronunciation. 5 4 3 2 1

Part IV Strategy Knowledge

22. Clear utterances are one of the standards of good pronunciation. 5 4 3 2 1
23. Wavy intonation is one of the standards of good pronunciation. 5 4 3 2 1
24. Fluency is one of the standards of good pronunciation. 5 4 3 2 1
25. A tinge of native English accent is one of the standards of good pronunciation. 5 4 3 2 1
26. A beautiful voice is one of the standards of good pronunciation. 5 4 3 2 1
27. English pronunciation does not have to be pure provided that communication is not
   hindered. 5 4 3 2 1
28. Good English pronunciation can make me a more confident learner. 5 4 3 2 1
29. Good pronunciation can make me more willing to communicate in English. 5 4 3 2 1
30. Good pronunciation can facilitate my English listening. 5 4 3 2 1
31. Good pronunciation can facilitate my English speaking. 5 4 3 2 1
32. Good pronunciation can facilitate my overall English learning. 5 4 3 2 1
33. Good pronunciation can ensure smooth communication. 5 4 3 2 1
34. Good pronunciation can allow me a wide audience. 5 4 3 2 1
35. Good pronunciation can secure me more opportunities in learning. 5 4 3 2 1
36. Good pronunciation can secure me more opportunities in future job-hunting. 5 4 3 2 1
37. I learn English pronunciation by specialized course books. 5 4 3 2 1
38. I watch English movies and TV series and pay attention to actors’ pronunciation. 5 4 3 2 1
39. I imitate actors’ pronunciation when I see English movies or TV series. 5 4 3 2 1
40. I listen to the recordings of English textbooks and pay attention to the speaker’s
   pronunciation. 5 4 3 2 1
41. I listen to the recordings of English textbooks and imitate the speaker’s pronunciation. 5 4 3 2 1
42. I learn English pronunciation by singing English songs. 5 4 3 2 1
43. I learn English pronunciation by practicing tongue-twisters. 5 4 3 2 1
44. I pay attention to the lip shapes of native speakers and improve my pronunciation
   by imitating them. 5 4 3 2 1
45. I summarize the rules of English pronunciation by myself. 5 4 3 2 1
46. I consult books on English phonetics to improve my pronunciation. 5 4 3 2 1
47. I record my pronunciation and compare it with standard pronunciation. 5 4 3 2 1
48. I communicate with foreign teachers or friends and pay attention to their pronunciation. 5 4 3 2 1
49. I seek help from classmates and teachers who have good pronunciation. 5 4 3 2 1
50. I ask foreign teachers and friends to correct my pronunciation. 5 4 3 2 1
51. I notice the difference between Chinese and English pronunciation. 5 4 3 2 1
52. I notice the difference between British and American accents. 5 4 3 2 1
53. I reflect upon the flaws in my English pronunciation and rectify them. 5 4 3 2 1
54. I have tried to get help from classmates who can help me improve my English
   pronunciation. 5 4 3 2 1
55. I have tried to get help from teachers who can help me improve my English
   pronunciation. 5 4 3 2 1
56. I have tried to spend more time on English pronunciation. 5 4 3 2 1
57. I didn’t attach importance to pronunciation, so I didn’t adopt any effective strategies to learn English pronunciation. 5 4 3 2 1

Part V Metacognitive Experiences

58. It’s a painful experience to learn English pronunciation. 5 4 3 2 1
59. I think it is enjoyable to learn English pronunciation. 5 4 3 2 1
60. I am interested in improving my English pronunciation. 5 4 3 2 1
61. I am confident that I can improve my English pronunciation. 5 4 3 2 1
62. I am confident that I can improve my English pronunciation only when a teacher assists me. 5 4 3 2 1
63. I am confident that I can improve my English pronunciation only when my classmates assist me. 5 4 3 2 1
64. I am confident that I can improve my English pronunciation if I have more time to practice. 5 4 3 2 1

Survey of Pronunciation Difficulties

For the following sounds and aspects of pronunciation, 5 = Very difficult, 4 = Difficult, 3 = So-so, 2 = Not difficult, and 1 = Easy.

/ʃ/ (š) shoe; /ʒ/ (ž) leisure; /θ/ thank; /ð/ these; /h/ hat; /ʧ/ (č) reach; /ʤ/ (ǰ) jam; /l/ bell; /m/ may; /n/ nice; /ŋ/ sing; /r/ right; /y/ yes; /w/ water; /iː/ (i) see; /ɪ/ sit; /e/ hear; /ʊə/ (ʊr) tour

Notes
1 Since the two allophones of the phoneme /l/, clear-l and dark-l sound rather dissimilar to a Chinese ear, they were rated separately by the respondents.

2 The participants did not use the technical terms like “voiced” or “unaspirated” but used concrete examples like /b, d, g/ and Chinese “b,” “d,” and “g” in pinyin, the standard Romanization of Mandarin Chinese.

3 Although the study of rhythm is within the scope of prosodic phonology (see Nespor & Vogel, 1986 [2007]), this recurring theme is generalized solely on the basis of what the participants wrote in their journals.

4 “English Corner” is a very popular gathering in Chinese universities for the students to communicate in English, with the aim of improving their spoken English.
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The Effect of Explicit Instruction Versus Exposure Only on ESL Learners’ Ability to Recognize, Use and Recall Phrasal Verbs

Julina A. Magnusson
Utah Valley University

C. Ray Graham
Brigham Young University

This study examines the effects of explicit instruction and exposure only on ESL students’ ability to recognize, use and recall phrasal verbs. Subjects included 55 intermediate-level ESL students in reading classes at an intensive English program. Thirty-seven idiomatic phrasal verbs were divided into two lists. In a repeated measures design, one group of students received List 1 through direct instruction and List 2 through exposure only, while the other group received the opposite. Pre and posttests were given to measure students’ ability to recognize, use and recall the phrasal verbs.

The results show that treatment type was significant at a high probability level in favor of explicit instruction, although subjects had a higher mean percent gain for recognition than production. The study also reveals that subjects may perform differently – particularly in production – based on the individual difficulty of each phrasal verb.

The findings of this study suggest that explicit instruction of phrasal verbs is more helpful than exposure alone for ESL learners’ ability to recognize and use idiomatic phrasal verbs, although more instruction time may be needed for phrasal verb production, particularly if there are difficult collocational restrictions in usage.

1. Introduction

Learning phrasal verbs is critical in order for ESL students to become fluent English speakers. Indeed, Celce-Murcia and Larsen-Freeman (1999) explain, “No one can speak or understand English, at least the informal register, without a knowledge of phrasal verbs” (p. 425). Phrasal verbs, though more commonly found in everyday speech, can be found in all registers, even academic English (Biber et al. 1999; Cornell 1985; Darwin and Gray 1999). Furthermore, new phrasal verbs are constantly being created and added to the thousands that already exist (Side 1990). While native English speakers acquire phrasal verbs naturally, non-native speakers find them to be a “much dreaded” aspect of learning English, in part because of their syntactic and semantic complexity (Sinclair 1991: 67).

Phrasal verbs function as verbs but are different from other verbs in that they are composed of at least two parts: the verb plus one or more particles that are either prepositions or adverbs. While much debate exists about what to call the particle (Bolinger 1971; Darwin and Gray 1999; McMaster 1997), for the purposes of this study, the term particle will represent any adverb or preposition that functions together with the verb to form one unit lexically and syntactically.
While the two parts function as a single verb, the meaning of this verb is often very different from the individual meaning of either the verb or the particle alone. For example, *turn down* is a phrasal verb whose meaning – *reject* – is not derivable from either of the individual definitions of *turn* or *down*. Often, non-native speakers are frustrated by such idiomatic combinations, which have familiar parts but seem so random (Side 1990). On the other hand, there are more literal phrasal verbs, such as *come in or stand up*, whose definitions are more easily deduced from the individual parts of the verb and particle. Celce-Murcia and Larsen-Freeman (1999) state that the particles in these phrasal verbs retain some of their “prepositional meaning,” making them less difficult for ESL students to understand and use (p. 432). Compounding the difficulty of understanding and learning phrasal verbs is the fact that, as with other vocabulary, many are polysemous. Moreover, many phrasal verbs look similar because there are a large number of short, common verbs that are paired with similar particles such as *make out, take out, make up, take up, take away, make away*. Students are then faced with the challenge of learning multiple meanings for these similar-looking combinations of verbs and particles.

Syntactically, phrasal verbs are also complex. Similar to other verbs, phrasal verbs can have objects, making them transitive. However, unlike other verbs, transitive phrasal verbs have an added complexity: the particle can often be separated from the verb by the direct object (Celce-Murcia and Larsen-Freeman 1999). English language learners are thus faced with the additional challenge of not only recognizing that familiar verbs and particles are acting as one unit but also doing so when an object frequently separates them.

Research, however argumentative or confusing about specific grammar and semantics behind phrasal verbs, is clear about one thing: phrasal verbs are common and significant enough that, for ESL students, learning them represents “an important step toward a higher level of English” (Wyss 2003: 37). Indeed, an additional challenge of learning phrasal verbs is the fact that, as with other vocabulary, many are polysemous. Moreover, many phrasal verbs look similar because there are a large number of short, common verbs that are paired with similar particles such as *make out, turn out, take out, make up, take up, take away, make away*. Students are then faced with the challenge of learning multiple meanings for these similar-looking combinations of verbs and particles.

1.1 Literature Review

Comparing these two types of treatment, explicit instruction and exposure, corresponds to vocabulary research, which has long debated the issue of explicit versus implicit learning, particularly in terms of vocabulary growth in reading classes. Indeed, Nagy and Herman (1985) argue that native English-speaking children between grades 3 and 12 learn on average 3,000 new words each year and no more than a few hundred could reasonably be attributed to explicit instruction from school. Therefore, they believe that the bulk of children’s vocabulary growth must result from incidental encounters with words – that is, encounters that do not focus specific attention on vocabulary. Nagy and Herman thus advocate increasing opportunities for students to learn incidentally through reading.

In a further study, Nagy, Anderson, and Herman (1987) found that native English speaking children in third, fifth and seventh grades had a 5% chance of learning new words incidentally during reading. These findings suggest that students would need approximately 20 exposures to learn new words in this way. Swanborn and de Glopper (1999) later conducted a meta-analysis of 20 experiments that focused on incidental word learning during reading. Their analysis showed that students learn about 15% of the unknown words from each encounter. At this rate, they would need approximately six to seven exposures to learn new words. There are, of course, numerous factors that affect students’ ability to learn words incidentally, including the difficulty of the text or the number of exposures that aregiven to each word (Nagy and Herman 1985). In fact, Willard (2000) reports that a single encounter with a word is generally not enough for students to acquire a word and that research suggests that at least seven exposures are needed for a given word to be acquired receptively. This corresponds with the findings from Swanborn and de Glopper (1999).

In the area of collocational studies, which focus on fixed multi-word units in general, Bahns (1993) claims that these units cannot be acquired implicitly. A number of studies appear to support this claim with results that indicate that learners of English, even at advanced levels, make collocation errors (e.g., Bahns and Eldaw 1993; Biskup 1992). Indeed, Cornell (1985) found that his post-intermediate learners had a low active knowledge of phrasal verbs. On the other hand, Kennedy (2003) proposes that the more often a learner is exposed to multi-word units, the better he will learn them. He advocates, therefore, the use of both explicit instruction and exposure, asserting the two are necessary for learners to get enough exposure to language elements.

Nation (2001a) advises that incidental word learning is not “as effective as direct deliberate learning for any particular word” (p. 96) but it is an alternative for teachers that requires less effort and classroom time. DeCarrio (2001) proposes the need for a balanced approach that encompasses both explicit teaching and opportunities for incidental learning.

Although studies exist that indicate that vocabulary growth may benefit from explicit instruction or exposure, few studies have looked at this area in terms of multi-word units such as phrasal verbs. This study will address the following research question: what effect does explicit instruction of phrasal verbs have on ESL students’ ability to recognize, use and recall phrasal verbs when compared to exposure only?
2. Methods

2.1 Subjects

Subjects for this study included 55 adult speakers of a variety of native languages in four intact low-intermediate reading classes in an intensive English program at a large private university. Two teachers, Teacher A and Teacher B, participated in this study and each taught two of the classes with the same treatment. Hence, the results of the students in their two classes have been combined to represent two groups under Teacher A and Teacher B.

Teacher A had a total of 24 students, whereas Teacher B had 31 students. While subjects were asked to provide their gender, age and native language, they were not given any pre-exposure questionnaires asking about their previous experience with phrasal verbs or background in learning English. In total, the four classes consisted of 24 male students and 31 female students. The students spoke various native languages, including Spanish and Korean (the two most common), Chinese (Mandarin and Cantonese), French-Creole, Russian-Armenian, and Farsi. The average age of the students was approximately 25. The classes were almost equally divided in terms of age, gender and L1, although these were not examined as variables in this study.

2.2 Instruments and Materials

All phrasal verbs used in this study came from at least one of the five books used in the reading classes designated for these learners in the intensive English program (Charlotte’s Web by E.B. White; The Freedom Side by Marcie Miller Stadelhofen; Albert Einstein: Young Thinker by Marie Hammontree; Number the Stars by Lois Lowry; and Les Miserables by Victor Hugo, adapted by Monica Kulling). In addition, all of the phrasal verbs were selected by four raters based on their idiomaticity (the meaning of the phrasal verb was not easily deducible from its individual parts).

A pool of phrasal verbs following these criteria was created and trial tests were constructed in which learners’ receptive and productive knowledge of the verbs could be assessed prior to the study. From the results of these tests, 37 phrasal verbs were eventually selected for use in the study and randomly assigned to one of two lists from which the test items and instructional materials would be created. List 1 contained 19 items and List 2 contained 18. Only one definition for each phrasal verb was used in this study, and it was selected based on the context of the book containing it and then written using definitions from WordNet (Miller, 2003). See Appendix A for the complete phrasal verb lists and definitions used in this study.

Using these 37 phrasal verbs, a 24-item test was designed and administered before and after the treatment. See Appendix B for the complete pretest and posttest.

To increase the reliability and validity of the test instrument as well as to verify the clarity and instructions of the test, a preliminary version was administered to native English speakers. Based on their responses and feedback, some of the items were changed or deleted and instructions were modified appropriately. A distractor analysis for the multiple-choice section was conducted and additional changes were made to improve the items. No phrasal verb appeared twice on the test.

Part 1, containing 11 items, used a multiple-choice cloze procedure in which the learner was presented with a sentence with blanks in place of the target phrasal verb. Below the sentence, listed as a through e, were five choices of phrasal verbs, only one of which could correctly fit into the context. Subjects were asked to circle the letter of the two-word verb that best fit each sentence. The purpose of this section was to test recognition, or subjects’ receptive knowledge of phrasal verbs.

Part 2, which contained 4 items, asked subjects to create a sentence that showed they understood the meaning of the phrasal verb. This section was included to demonstrate the distinction between being able to produce the form of a vocabulary item (Part 3 of the test) and being able to actually use that item correctly in the subjects’ own writing. This distinction is emphasized by Read (2000), who argues that we cannot infer that students who can produce items in a fill-in-the-blank section can use the same items “correctly and appropriately in their own writing and speech” (p. 157).

Part 3 included 9 items and utilized a C-test-like procedure in which subjects were asked to complete sentences with missing two-word verbs. The first one or two letters of the phrasal verb were provided and subjects were required to supply both the correct verb and particle in order to get credit for the item. This part of the test attempted to determine subjects’ ability to produce phrasal verbs by recalling their form and definition from memory to fit in sentence contexts. The element of guessing was very limited because subjects could not “find” the answer anywhere else on the test.

Additional materials were provided for the exposure treatments. Since the targeted phrasal verbs occurred, on average, only 1.6 times in the books assigned for the class, original reading materials were created in which the number of exposures for each phrasal verb was raised to a minimum of seven. When possible, these reading passages related to topics found in the five assigned books. Ten similar passages were created – the first five with List 1 phrasal verbs and the remainder with List 2 phrasal verbs. To ensure that the passages were at an appropriate level of difficulty for the low-intermediate readers, each was run through a vocabulary profiler program (Nation, 2001b), confirming that at least 95% of the words in each passage, excluding proper nouns, came from the 2,000 most frequent word families. These materials were read only by students in the exposure treatment group.

It would have been preferable to utilize “authentic” material for these additional readings. However, finding material at the proper level of reading difficulty and with a concentration of the appropriate phrasal verbs would have been a near impossible task, so original materials were created.

Likewise, supplementary materials were created for the “explicit teaching” groups to help the teachers teach the corresponding phrasal verbs using similar strategies. These included: flashcards to practice matching a phrasal verb with its definition; extra sentence examples provided orally to students or on book study guides; and pictures that visually represented the phrasal verbs and the context of the books.

In addition to these materials, a questionnaire was constructed to find out how much of each book students reported reading and whether they had read the five extra reading passages that provided exposure to phrasal verbs. Teachers had independent records of students’ performance on the homework and in class assignments.

2.3 Procedures

Students in all classes were invited to sign the consent forms and take the pretests.
on the first day of the study. On the second day, students were introduced to phrasal verbs and their grammatical structures through a phrasal verb worksheet. During the weeks that followed, all of the classes read the five books mentioned earlier while they were undergoing the separate treatments.

Teacher A taught List 1 of phrasal verbs explicitly in her two classes and List 2 through exposure in reading passages, while Teacher B taught List 2 of phrasal verbs explicitly in her two classes and List 1 through exposure in reading passages. Thus, subjects were exposed to both treatments, making each group its own control in a repeated measures design. Both teachers were asked to follow the same reading schedule for the duration of the approximately seven-week study.

2.3.1. Explicit Instruction Treatment

For each of the five books, teachers were required to explicitly teach between 1 and 6 phrasal verbs. The teachers directed students to the pages with phrasal verbs and discussed the definitions in context. The definitions were provided on book study guides, which also included at least 30 other vocabulary words. Students were then shown pictures that visually represented the phrasal verbs. Each picture included the sentence from the book with the phrasal verb replaced by a blank line so that teachers could use the pictures later to practice recall of the phrasal verb. In addition, the researcher prepared a list of one extra sentence example for each phrasal verb. The teachers in this study were asked to include vocabulary and phrasal verbs on each test in order to hold students accountable for them. A few days before the posttest, students spent 15-20 minutes on a flashcard matching activity to review the definitions of the phrasal verbs they had learned.

2.3.2. Exposure Treatment

In this treatment, subjects were exposed to certain phrasal verbs seven times each in the reading texts (the books and reading passages).

The teachers introduced the passages during class as extra reading comprehension practice. Each passage had accompanying reading skills questions. None of the questions directed students’ attention to the phrasal verbs, and the teachers never pointed them out. Each passage required about 15-20 minutes to read and answer the questions. The teachers could discuss the content of each as much or as little as they chose. See Appendix C for a sample reading passage.

2.4. Scoring Procedures

The scoring procedures for the posttest were identical to those for the pretest. Items in Part 1, the multiple-choice section, were scored either correct (1 point) or incorrect (zero points).

Determining what were “correct” or “appropriate” sentences for Part 2 was more difficult. Conzett (2000) explains that the difficulty of scoring production items is the reality that, despite errors that make awkward sentences, students can show that they “obviously” understand the meaning of the word (p. 73). Communicating the meaning of words, Conzett notes, shows success in language production. However, she points out that another important goal should be to increase accuracy of production. Subjects in the current study often produced sentences that showed a level of understanding of the meaning of certain phrasal verbs; yet these sentences were not always accurate. In general, if the problem was not relevant to the phrasal verb, then the sentence was marked correct.

The following are examples of sentences produced by subjects in this study that were identified as correct or incorrect. These examples provide the criteria used to judge correctness of phrasal verb usage.

1. **Marked incorrect**: I break down.
   **Explanation**: This subject did not use enough context to show that he or she understood the meaning of the phrasal verb, even though the directions for this section of the test were explicit about the need to do so.

2. **Marked incorrect**: When he saw his girlfriend married someone else, he broke down to cry.
   **Correct**: When my boyfriend left me I broke down and cry.
   **Explanation**: In the incorrect sentence, the subject failed to use the correct collocational pattern for connecting break down and cry. However, the subject who wrote the second sentence did correctly use the phrasal verb by connecting it to cry with an “and.” In this case, the sentence was marked correct, even though the subject failed to correctly conjugate one verb – a mistake that did not affect the meaning of the sentence.

3. **Marked correct**: He broke down when he heard the bad news.
   **Explanation**: The phrasal verb is used correctly in this sentence. The spelling mistake is not unintelligible nor does it affect understanding the meaning of the phrasal verb.

It is acknowledged that judging the correctness of phrasal verb use in this section of the test was subjective. However, the researcher and two other native English speakers were consulted to make the final decisions.

Answers for Part 3 of the test were scored “correct” if the subject produced both the correct verb and particle. There was no partial credit given for producing part of the phrasal verb. Answers were considered correct if they contained the correct phrasal verb, regardless of verb tense. In terms of spelling, answers were only marked incorrect if the phrasal verb was unintelligible.

3. Results

3.1. Overall Results

Table 1 illustrates the descriptive statistics for the overall mean percent gain between pretest and posttest for teacher and treatment. The data show positive gains for both explicit instruction and exposure, but the gains were much greater for the explicit treatment. Table 1 also displays rather small differences in mean gain scores across teachers.

An analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) on the gain with the pretest as the covariate was calculated, looking at teacher and treatment as independent variables with mean percent gain as the dependent variable. There were four dependent variables – the overall
gain (combined results for all parts of the test) and then specific gains for recognition, usage and recall. Results of the ANCOVA displayed in Table 2 show that the overall effects of treatment were significant – \( F(1,53) = 32.50, \ p < .0001 \) in favor of explicit instruction – suggesting that idiomatic phrasal verbs are learned much better with explicit instruction than through exposure alone. The same analysis determined that the teacher variable was not significant – \( F(1,53) = 0.14, \ p = 0.7107 \).

### Table 1

**Descriptive Statistics**

**Overall Mean Percent Gain by Treatment and Teacher**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Treatment/Group</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Mean % Gain</th>
<th>Std Error</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Explicit</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>15.89</td>
<td>1.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exposure</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>2.99</td>
<td>1.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher A</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>9.98</td>
<td>2.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher B</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>8.90</td>
<td>1.91</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2

**Results of ANCOVA on the Overall Gain, Showing Treatment and Teacher Differences**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>DF</th>
<th>F Value</th>
<th>P-Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Between Treatments</td>
<td>1, 53</td>
<td>32.50</td>
<td>&lt;.0001*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Between Teachers</td>
<td>1, 53</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.7107</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*p < .05

### 3.2. Recognition Section Results

Table 3 and Table 4 display the descriptive statistics and ANCOVA results for the recognition section of the test. The data indicate that there was a large difference in mean scores between treatment groups in favor of explicit instruction and a smaller difference between groups with regard to the teacher variable. Results of the ANCOVA confirm that the difference between treatments was significant – \( F(1,53) = 14.85, \ p = 0.0003 \) in favor of explicit instruction – and that the teacher variable was not significant – \( F(1,53) = 2.37, \ p = 0.13 \).

During the study, both teachers taught phrasal verbs in similar ways using the same types of materials with the following exceptions: Teacher A taught the phrasal verbs according to the original calendar, so students read the material containing the phrasal verbs in context prior to discussing them in class. Teacher B, on the other hand, decided to teach all of the phrasal verbs for each book together on one day. Furthermore, unlike Teacher A, Teacher B did not use the phrasal verb pictures to review before each book test. These factors would be expected to cause a difference in favor of Teacher A. One additional difference between the teachers was that Teacher A chose to give her students extra sentence examples orally for each phrasal verb whereas Teacher B chose to dictate the sentences while her students wrote them down in their study guides.

It is important to recognize that there may be other factors affecting the difference in mean percent gain between the two teacher groups. For example, the differences in mean percent gains for individual items (see Table 9) suggest that difficulty of certain phrasal verbs may be a factor in how well subjects can recognize phrasal verbs in new contexts. Item one, for example, which came from Teacher B’s explicit list, had a mean percent gain of 27.27%, while item 11 from that same list had a mean percent gain of only 12.73%. Furthermore, the recognition section items were all multiple choice. It is possible that various distractors increased the ease or difficulty of each question. Therefore, it is likely that the difference in gain between teacher groups is due more to differences in individual test items rather than how each teacher taught.

### Table 3

**Descriptive Statistics**

**Mean Percent Gain on Recognition by Treatment and Teacher**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Treatment/Group</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Mean % Gain</th>
<th>Std Error</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Explicit</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>19.70</td>
<td>3.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exposure</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>3.88</td>
<td>3.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher A</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>8.23</td>
<td>3.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher B</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>15.35</td>
<td>3.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 4

**Results of ANCOVA on the gain, Showing Treatment and Teacher Differences for Recognition Section**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>DF</th>
<th>F Value</th>
<th>P-Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Between Treatments</td>
<td>1, 53</td>
<td>14.85</td>
<td>0.0003*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Between Teachers</td>
<td>1, 53</td>
<td>2.37</td>
<td>0.1300</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*p < .05

### 3.3. Usage Section Results

Table 5 displays the descriptive statistics for the mean percent gain on the usage section of the pretest and posttest for both treatment types, indicating a large difference in favor of explicit instruction. Additionally, this table shows a large difference in mean percent gain between teacher groups in favor of Teacher A. The ANCOVA results listed in Table 6 for the usage section reveal that the difference between treatments is significant – \( F(1,53) = 8.04, \ p = 0.0065 \) – as well as the difference between teachers – \( F(1,53) = 7.90, \ p = 0.0069 \).

While the results again establish that explicit instruction is more favorable to exposure alone, they also seem to suggest that the teacher is a factor in how subjects perform in production of phrasal verbs through usage. Yet, while both teachers directed students to produce their own oral and written sentences during the first book of the
study, Charlotte’s Web, neither continued practicing written production throughout the remainder of the study. Therefore, the contrasting results between teachers could prove the difficulty of particular phrasal verbs rather than the difference in teacher. Examining the individual item scores in Table 9 shows that the phrasal verbs from the usage section taught by Teacher B – amount to (mean percent gain of zero) and shape up (mean percent gain of 1.82%) – appear to be more difficult for subjects to use in appropriate sentences than those taught by Teacher A – break down and set off – even though students did practice some oral and written production with shape up. Whereas it seems easier to create a sentence for set off from its definition, “to leave,” it seems more difficult to create a sentence for amount to from its definition, “to develop in a positive way.” Phrasal verbs, like other vocabulary items, have unique collocational and contextual restrictions. These restrictions can be more difficult for some phrasal verbs than for others, even when both of the items are idiomatic. Students would most likely need additional practice in creating appropriate sentences for amount to, rather than set off.

Table 5
Descriptive Statistics
Mean Percent Gain on Usage by Treatment and Teacher

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Treatment/Group</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Mean % Gain</th>
<th>Std Error</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Explicit</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>11.55</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exposure</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>1.55</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher A</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>11.54</td>
<td>2.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher B</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>1.55</td>
<td>2.35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6
Results of ANCOVA on the Gain, Showing Teacher and Treatment Differences for Usage Section

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>DF</th>
<th>F Value</th>
<th>P-Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Between Treatments</td>
<td>1, 53</td>
<td>8.04</td>
<td>0.0065*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Between Teachers</td>
<td>1, 53</td>
<td>7.90</td>
<td>0.0069*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.4. Recall Section Results

Table 7 displays the descriptive statistics for the mean percent gain on the recall (production) section of the pretest and posttest for both treatment types and teacher groups. The data shows a large difference in mean percent gain between the two treatment groups in favor of explicit instruction. As with all the previous sections of the test, these results indicate that subjects seem to learn phrasal verbs better when they are directly taught. The large difference in mean percent gain between teacher groups in favor of Teacher A suggests that the teacher is a factor in students’ ability to produce phrasal verbs. While Teacher A practiced recall using the phrasal verb pictures, Teacher B chose not to review in this way before her tests.

The ANCOVA results listed in Table 8 for the recall section illustrate that the difference in treatment is significant – $F(1,53) = 15.64, p = 0.0002$ – as is the difference between teachers – $F(1,53) = 7.55, p = 0.0082$. However, the difficulty level of individual phrasal verbs may have influenced the results as well, as it apparently did for the usage section of the test. The mean percent gain scores for each individual item from the tests (see Table 9) show wide variation in recall, even between teachers. These types of scores suggest that specific test items may be a larger factor than the teacher on subjects’ ability to recall phrasal verbs.

Table 7
Descriptive Statistics
Mean Percent Gain on Recall by Treatment and Teacher

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Treatment/Group</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Mean % Gain</th>
<th>Std Error</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Explicit</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>13.03</td>
<td>1.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exposure</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>2.29</td>
<td>1.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher A</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>11.46</td>
<td>2.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher B</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>3.87</td>
<td>1.82</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8
Results of ANCOVA on the Gain, Showing Treatment and Teacher Differences for Recall Section

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>DF</th>
<th>F Value</th>
<th>P-Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Between Treatments</td>
<td>1, 53</td>
<td>15.64</td>
<td>0.0002*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Between Teachers</td>
<td>1, 53</td>
<td>7.55</td>
<td>0.0082*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.5. Individual Item Results

Table 9 presents the results of all 55 subjects for individual items from each section of the tests. The table also displays the list and book that contained each phrasal verb (for example, “CW” indicates Charlotte’s Web). Table 9 shows that each item varies in its mean percent gain, even within section type and even if the words came from the same list. This indicates that individual phrasal verb difficulty may play a critical role in how well students are able to recognize, use and recall phrasal verbs. The results also indicate that the order of when students were taught phrasal verbs is not critical, as those from books CW and AE came earlier in the study than FS and LM.
Table 9
Descriptive Statistics
Mean Percent Gain on Individual Items

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item #</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>List</th>
<th>Book</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Mean % gain</th>
<th>Std Dev</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Recognition</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>FS</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>27.27</td>
<td>.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Recognition</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>FS</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>18.18</td>
<td>.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Recognition</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>CW</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>25.45</td>
<td>.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Recognition</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>LM</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>-7.27</td>
<td>.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Recognition</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>FS</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>16.36</td>
<td>.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Recognition</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>AE</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>1.82</td>
<td>.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Recognition</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>AE</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>9.10</td>
<td>.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Recognition</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>CW</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>5.45</td>
<td>.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Recognition</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>16.36</td>
<td>.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Recognition</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>AE</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>16.36</td>
<td>.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Recognition</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>LM</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>12.73</td>
<td>.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Usage</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>FS</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Usage</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>CW</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>1.82</td>
<td>.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Usage</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>LM</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>12.73</td>
<td>.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Usage</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>CW</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>9.10</td>
<td>.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Production</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>FS</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>5.45</td>
<td>.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Production</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>CW</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>14.55</td>
<td>.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Production</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>AE</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Production</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>AE</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>1.82</td>
<td>.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Production</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>LM</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>14.55</td>
<td>.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Production</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>AE</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>3.64</td>
<td>.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>Production</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>LM</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>10.91</td>
<td>.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Production</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>5.45</td>
<td>.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>Production</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>CW</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>7.27</td>
<td>.26</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.6. Individual Gain

Table 10 displays the individual gain of each subject from the pretest to the posttest by number of items answered correctly. Scores ranged from the lowest gain, -3, to the highest gain of 9 items. “Read All” represents the 30 subjects who reported reading 100% of all five books and reading all five passages. “Missed Reading” represents the 25 subjects who reported reading less than 100% for one or more books and/or not reading one of the five passages.

Under each total gain score is the number of subjects who received that score. For example, five subjects who reported reading everything received a total gain score of 4, while only three subjects who reported missing some reading received a total gain score of 4.

The average gain score for the “Read All” subjects was 2.5. The average gain score for the “Missed Reading” subjects was 2. There appears to be a slight difference between those who reported reading everything and those who reported not reading everything. However, the difference is not great enough to remove the subjects from the study.

Table 10
Total Gain in Number of Questions by Subjects from Pretest to Posttest, Represented by Total Number of Subjects for Each Gain Score

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total Gain</th>
<th>-3</th>
<th>-2</th>
<th>-1</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Read All</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missed Reading</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Discussion

This study confirms what previous research states – phrasal verbs are difficult to master (Cornell 1985), even after class instruction time. The subjects’ average gain score from pretest to posttest was 2.25 items.

Additionally, this study adds important findings to the research on explicit versus implicit vocabulary instruction where little has been done in the area of multi-word units. It confirms that some learning does take place through exposure, which is contrary to Bahns’ (1993) claim that multi-word units cannot be acquired implicitly. Nevertheless, in every area of vocabulary learning that was tested (recognition and production through usage and recall), explicit instruction was much more significant in producing learning gains. This not only supports Nation’s (2001a) argument that incidental word learning is not “as effective as direct deliberate learning” of words (p. 96), but also suggests that it may be wise to give students both direct instruction and plenty of exposure, as Kennedy (2003) proposes.

The descriptive statistical results for explicit instruction showed that subjects typically did better recognizing phrasal verbs (mean percent gain of 19.70%) than recalling (mean percent gain of 13.03%) or using them (mean percent gain of 11.55%). This seems to indicate that there are varying levels of difficulty in learning phrasal verbs for recognition versus production which correlates with other vocabulary items. These results suggest that teachers may need to spend more classroom time focusing on production of phrasal verbs, particularly those with difficult collocational and contextual constraints, because students who can recognize a phrasal verb cannot necessarily then use that phrasal verb in a sentence.

Moreover, at least four of the sentences produced by students seemed to be patterned after the extra sentence examples that students heard in class. Although this is
not a large number, it does support Lewis’ (2000) suggestion that language is less difficult to produce later if it is observed and recorded in context.

5. Conclusion

One of the most significant findings of this study is that explicit instruction helps in the acquisition of phrasal verbs, both in recognition and production. Exactly how instruction helps is still an unanswered question, since we did not collect qualitative data from the students regarding their impressions of how the instruction was useful. The two teachers did report that it heightened students’ awareness of phrasal verbs, which Hill (2000) calls a “vital key to language learning” (p. 61). This would confirm that the effects of ‘noticing’ the grammatical forms in the context of their communicative use does contribute to the acquisition of the forms, as claimed by Schmidt (1993) and Long (1988, 1991).

One of Teacher A’s students even bought a phrasal verb dictionary. There is such a large number of phrasal verbs in existence that it would be impossible to teach them all in class. Therefore, small steps such as making students aware of phrasal verbs may help them make greater leaps in learning phrasal verbs on their own later.

Teachers would be well advised to take class time to teach phrasal verbs explicitly and encourage learners to recognize and accurately use them in their own speech and writing, rather than just expect students to learn them through multiple exposures in reading materials. It should be noted, however, that this study does not contrast incidental learning of phrasal verbs through exposure with direct instruction, since both groups were exposed to the forms in their reading. Nation (2001) emphasizes the need for multiple encounters with words in meaningful context in order to continue to learn additional information about them. Woolard (2000) supports this thinking by reporting that a single encounter with a word is not enough for students to acquire it and that research proposes at least seven exposures to learn a word.

It is important to consider that this study was restricted in the number of subjects (55), phrasal verbs used (37), and phrasal verbs tested (24), which may limit the external validity of the results. Despite these limitations this study should give teachers reason to explore and incorporate explicit instruction of phrasal verbs in the classroom.

Researchers should continue to pursue answers to the many questions that still exist about phrasal verbs and how to teach them. Results from this study indicate that it would be worthwhile for future studies to test subjects’ knowledge of phrasal verbs in a variety of ways, including recognition, recall and use. Future research would also benefit from looking at the long-term retention of phrasal verbs based on the type of exposure. Would the gains achieved through direct instruction persist over time? How about the retention of phrasal verbs learned through exposure only? These would be valuable additions to the findings of this study.
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### Appendix A

#### Phrasal verb lists and definitions

**Phrasal Verb List 1**

**LES MISERABLES**

1. Strip off—Take off your clothes; to undress
2. Fool around—To play, not being serious
3. Break down—To lose control of your emotions
4. Came to—to be concerned or related to something, or having to do with or be about something

**ALBERT EINSTEIN**

5. Get over—to overcome something
6. Call for—to require as being useful, like a problem
7. Keep up—to continue something, to extend in length of time
8. Be after—to follow or to bother someone
9. Go on—to happen

**NUMBER THE STARS**

10. Be off—to leave

**CHARLOTTE’S WEB**

11. Set off—to leave
12. Carry on—to behave badly or act silly in an improper way
13. Catch on—to finally understand something that is happening, usually after some difficulty in the beginning
14. Stand by—to be ready and waiting for something to happen
15. Wipe out—to eliminate or destroy something completely so that nothing is left
16. Stand out—to be very noticeable

**FREEDOM SIDE**

17. Hand over—to give or surrender something or someone
18. Look after—to take care of someone or something
19. Pick up—to go and get a passenger and give them a ride

**Phrasal Verb List 2**

**LES MISERABLES**

1. Make out—to recognize or be able to see something with your senses
2. Go after—to chase with the purpose to catch
3. Take off—to leave

**ALBERT EINSTEIN**

4. Turn out—to result or end
5. Hang back—to stay behind while others leave
6. Turn in—to deliver or give something or someone to another person

**NUMBER THE STARS**

7. Pull up—to come to a stop when you are driving
8. Come across—to find something when you did not expect to

**CHARLOTTE’S WEB**

9. Tag along—to go along with someone, often when you are not invited
10. Prick up—Raise your ears to listen closely
11. Fall for—to be tricked or be deceived, or believe a lie
12. Put up—to preserve something in a can
13. Hang around—to stay around a place
14. Shape up—to develop in a positive way

**FREEDOM SIDE**

15. Amount to—to develop into
16. Slip out—to go out or leave in a sneaky or secret way
17. Break into—to express or say something spontaneously (doing something right away without really thinking about it)
18. Wait on—to work for or be a servant to someone
Appendix B

Pretest/posttest

Gender (Male or Female):
Age:
Native Language:
Student Identification #:
Reading Teacher:

PART 1
Directions: Circle the answer of the two-word verb that best fits for each sentence below. Please answer every question. This test should not take more than 30 minutes.

1. She looked around at the people at the party, wondering if she could quickly __________ __________ unnoticed.
   a. slip out  b. get on  c. go after  d. get along  e. be after

2. She had not heard from her boyfriend in many weeks, so when she picked up the phone and heard his voice on the other end, it made her __________ __________ a smile.
   a. fall for  b. put in  c. hold out  d. break into  e. keep on

3. Why would she __________ __________ outside waiting for you when it is such a cold night?
   a. hang around  b. come off  c. watch over  d. dwell on  e. stand for

4. When it __________ __________ skiing, he is the best one to teach you, because he has gone skiing every winter since he was a child.
   a. figures on  b. comes to  c. tries on  d. plays around  e. sets about

5. Maybe you should leave your grandfather in the hospital unless you can find a nurse to come and __________ __________ him in your house.
   a. watch out  b. put up  c. stay up  d. settle on  e. look after

6. It takes time to __________ __________ the death of a loved one.
   a. get over  b. go off  c. put back  d. get by  e. take over

7. An important decision __________ __________ a lot of careful thinking and extra planning.
   a. sets out  b. does over  c. calls for  d. gets in  e. picks out

8. The babysitter finally yelled at the child who was throwing toys and hitting his younger brother, “Stop __________ __________ like this or else I will tell your parents!”
   a. pricking up  b. stripping off  c. carrying on  d. hanging about  e. talking over

9. Last night, I __________ __________ a word that I had never seen before.
   a. caught on  b. showed up  c. looked in  d. came across  e. checked by

10. Most of the boys ran quickly back to class, but one boy __________ __________, hoping to have an opportunity to talk with the pretty girl.
    a. came about  b. hung back  c. flared up  d. got back  e. called up

11. The lights in this room are so bad that it is hard to __________ __________ the faces in this photograph.
    a. see off  b. find out  c. take on  d. do up  e. make out
PART 2
Directions: Create a sentence using the two-word verb below that shows you understand the meaning of the two-word verb. If you cannot think of a sentence, write an “X” in the blank.

12. amount to

13. shape up

14. break down

15. set off

PART 3
Directions: Each sentence below is missing a two-word verb. In each blank, write the best two-word verb you would use to complete the sentence that begins with the letter(s) shown. If you cannot think of a two-word verb for the sentence, write an “X” in the blank.

20. Maybe you should eat now if you need to t_________ ________ soon to get home for your favorite television program.

21. Even though it would be late, he t_________ ________ his English paper to the teacher hoping to get a few points.

22. Please don’t fo_________ ________ inside the house with the basketball because you might break my new expensive vase from Europe.

23. When I saw my friend’s car, I p_________ ________ behind her at the stoplight and honked my horn to say hello.

24. There was something different about this beautiful girl that made her s_________ ________ from the rest of the girls in the class so that people wanted to keep staring at her.

When you are finished, make sure you answered every question and that you included all the information such as your gender, age, native language, reading teacher, and student identification number on the top of the first page.
Appendix C

Reading passages

One example reading passage is included below. It contains List 1 phrasal verbs (which are in bold print for convenience in locating them; however, for the study, they were not in bold print).

A People With Courage

Denmark is a small country in Scandinavia. Yet, though it is small enough that not very many people know anything about it, the Danish people should always be known and remembered for their big hearts, because when it came to sacrificing everything they had, they cared enough to save their Jewish friends who were in danger during World War II even though they could have been killed by doing so. In fact, they were so kind and generous to the Jews in giving them food, shelter, and transportation to go to a safe country, that they were able to save the majority from death by the German Nazis. This is their story….

Adolf Hitler was a German who believed that he was a better person than a Jew. Indeed, his goal was to wipe out all of the Jews by killing as many European Jews as he could in death camps. As the leader of Germany between 1933 and 1945, his other goal was to help it become a world power and dominate Europe by expanding into other countries. In 1939, he ordered the military to invade Poland. This event started World War II. Hitler eventually invaded many other countries, including Denmark less than a year later on April 9, 1940. The German soldiers, often referred to as Nazis, lived in Denmark for five years. They said they were “protecting” Denmark from being invaded by England and France, but really they knew it was a good place to get supplies, especially because Sweden was just across the sea. The Germans liked the Danish people because they said they were pure Aryans, the white race that Hitler said was the best. This race did not include people like Jews.

The Danish people did not like what was going on in their country. Instead of standing by and watching the Germans take full control of their country, they decided to fight back. Their Resistance groups began to sabotage the German plans, especially when it came to the railroad systems. For example, members of the Resistance would stop the Germans from being able to get supplies by bombing the railroads. There were so many daily acts of sabotage by the summer of 1943 that the Germans decided to declare a state of emergency and impose martial law. This meant that the German military would take control of the Danish government. For a time, the Germans didn’t kill the Jews in Denmark, but were after them all the time, trying to find a reason to hurt them. Then suddenly a month later, Hitler decided that it was time to wipe out the Jews by arresting all of Denmark’s Jews and taking them to concentration (also known as death) camps. But, for the first and only time in Nazi history, this plan did not succeed.

Thousands of Danish people refused to stand by as their Jewish friends and neighbors were to be killed. These were their fellow countrymen, after all. So they decided to make their own plan: they would hide the Jews and help them find their way to neutral Sweden, where they could be safe from the German Nazis. Yes, they decided that they would look after the Jews and help them get over this dangerous time in their lives. First, they refused to hand over the Jews, even when the soldiers would knock on their doors to find them. Often, the Jews would stand out by looking different. For example, they had dark hair instead of blonde, so the Danish people carefully hid them until they each had the opportunity for the boats to come and pick them up and set off across the sea to safety in Sweden.

When the Nazi soldiers would come to the docks, hoping to use their dogs to smell humans on the boats going to Sweden, the Danes would have a surprise for them: handkerchiefs. Yes, a small piece of cloth used when someone needs to blow their nose if they have a cold. But, these handkerchiefs were special ones made by clever Swedish scientists and given to those who were trying to help the Jews. These scientists found a way to mix dried rabbit blood and a drug called cocaine to stop the dog’s sense of smell. First, the dried blood would attract the dogs, who would think they smelled human blood. Then, the cocaine would temporarily numb their noses so that the dogs could no longer smell. It is a smart way to trick the German soldiers because there was no way they could catch on to what was happening when their dogs got so excited when they smelled these handkerchiefs! This clever invention helped save thousands of Jews who set off each day to Sweden on the fisherman’s boats.

The Danes showed us that courage calls for a willing heart. It does not mean that we have all the answers or know exactly how we are going to do everything. It means that we will not simply stand by and watch evil happen around us and think that there is nothing we can do about it. Though there were some other people in Europe who decided to stop what Hitler did to the Jews, it was the Danish people as a whole who stand out amongst many other countries as a people who were willing to refuse to let evil win. They didn’t simply help one or two people, but kept up their plan until they had saved literally thousands of their fellow Jews. They showed us what true love and courage really are.

Reading Comprehension Questions

1. Who does “it” refer to in paragraph 2 when it says Hitler wanted to “help it become a world power”?
   a. world power  
   b. Europe  
   c. Germany  
   d. other countries

2. Which of the following things did the Danish people NOT do to help the Jews in their country?
   a. provide a place to hide them  
   b. give them food  
   c. offer them boat rides to Sweden  
   d. give them special handkerchiefs

3. What is the main idea of this passage?
   a. The Danes developed a handkerchief that hurt the sense of smell of German soldiers’ dogs.  
   b. The Danes are unique because they saved most of the Jews in their country during World War
c. The Danish Resistance fought hard against the Germans by using daily acts of sabotage.
d. Hitler liked the Danish people because he said they were of the pure Aryan race, just like the Germans.
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The Teaching of L2 Pronunciation through Processing Instruction
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The goal of this study is to pilot test whether the instructional approach known as Processing Instruction could be adapted to the teaching of second language (L2) pronunciation. The target sounds selected were the Spanish tap and trill. Three groups of high school students of Spanish as a foreign language participated in the study. One group received the Pronunciation Processing Instruction treatment. A second group received a traditional listen-repeat treatment, and a third had no treatment. The duration of each treatment was nine weeks. The students’ perception of these sounds was determined by a discrimination test and an identification test given before and after the implementation of each pedagogical approach. Performance in production was established by spectrographic analysis of the pre- and post-recorded data. A descriptive analysis of each groups’ perception data demonstrated no difference in the pre- and post-treatment results. However, a production data analysis revealed a trend towards improvement in the group that received Pronunciation Processing Instruction. The research and pedagogical implications follow.

Introduction

The goal of this study is to pilot test whether the instructional approach Processing Instruction could be adapted to the teaching of L2 pronunciation. Processing Instruction (PI) is the pedagogical application of the Input Processing Model (VanPatten, 1996) to teach foreign language grammar in a classroom setting (VanPatten & Cadierno, 1993; VanPatten & Oikonen, 1996). Processing Instruction essentially consists of exposing learners to strategically controlled drills[1] that require their active attention to the form of the input in order to attach meaning to it. The model assumes, by intentionally delaying production of the target language, the learner will have already processed its grammatical system (one of the formal components of the language) and will be capable of accurately producing grammatically correct language.

Similarly to how VanPatten’s Input Processing Model considers the learner’s way of processing L2 grammatical features, there are theoretical models that consider the learner’s particular way of processing L2 phonological features. The processing of both grammatical and phonological features is influenced by a learner’s native language. In the case of pronunciation, it is a matter of how learners perceive the L2 phonetic features filtered through their own first language (L1) phonological system. This study locates pronunciation teaching within these theoretical frames accounting for L1 and L2 sounds that are relatively more or less difficult to acquire by L2 learners depending on the degree of difference and/or similarity between the two. One of these models is Flege’s (1995) Speech Learning Model (SLM). SLM states that the greater the perceived distance is on an L2 sound, the more likely a separate category will be established for the L2 sound.
Therefore, it will be acquired more easily, whereas those sounds that are similar (the perceived distance is minimal) will cause the most problems, because L2 learners will not be able to distinguish the subtle differences and establish separate categories. Another model is Best’s (1995) Perceptual Assimilation Model (PAM). According to PAM, learners are likely to associate unfamiliar L2 sounds with familiar L1 sounds and categorize them depending on the degree of similarity, which will affect the degree of difficulty in acquisition. A third model is Kuhl’s and Inverson’s (1995) Native Language Magnet Model (NLM). In this model, “prototypes,” or best exemplars, of phonetic L1 categories function as perceptual “magnets.” The nearer an L2 sound is to a magnet, the more it will be associated with the native language category, making it hard to distinguish from the native sound.

Given that, similar to VanPatten’s Input Processing Model, these models consider the influence that the native language exerts on the acquisition of L2 linguistic features, it might be possible to adapt the pedagogical technique derived from IP, that is, Processing Instruction (PI), to the teaching of pronunciation. Having framed this study within a general frame of L2 phonology acquisition that takes into consideration the learners’ perception of L2 sounds (exemplified by SLM, PAM and NLM above), the study attempts to pilot test the feasibility of adapting PI to the teaching of pronunciation to a small group of participants. In this case, we will refer to this adaptation as Pronunciation Processing Instruction.

Thus, Pronunciation Processing Instruction (PPI from now on) consists of exposing learners to strategically controlled listening drills that require their active attention to the phonetic form of the aural input in order to attach meaning to it, so they will process and intake the target language phonological system. As a result, learners will be capable of producing phonologically accurate oral language.

In a previous study, González-Bueno (2005) attempted to help a Spanish-English bilingual child overcome articulatory difficulties in producing the Spanish tap and trill. In this study, the perception and production activities proved to be effective in the attainment of native-like production of the Spanish tap and trill for this bilingual child. Since English speakers learning Spanish as a foreign language also show difficulties with the Spanish tap and trill, it is thought that this pedagogical approach may help these learners as well.

In this study, any effect on the perception or production of the Spanish rhotics by high school students learning Spanish as a foreign language will be an indication of the feasibility of adapting PI to the teaching of L2 pronunciation. In that way, we hope to open a new possibility for researchers interested in addressing pronunciation problems that learners of foreign languages in general might encounter in their learning process.

Literature Review

Although studies that examine the effects of different types of formal pronunciation instruction and their positive effects are abundant (Cenoz & García-Lecumberri, 1999; Derwing, Munro, & Wiebe, 1998; Derwing & Rossiter, 2003; Elliott, 1997; González-Bueno, 1997; Kendrick, 1997; MacDonald, Yule, & Powers, 1994), it is still not clear which particular type of instruction is best for the acquisition and/or improvement of L2 pronunciation. This circumstance is due to the diverse nature of the experimental designs and the different types of instructional procedures implemented in the above referenced studies. Suter (1976) asserted that if it were possible to measure the quality of the teaching aimed at improving L2 pronunciation, then studies would demonstrate a more significant relationship between quality of teaching and pronunciation accuracy.

In addition, methods used in previous studies have often been far from the functional objectives of communicative-oriented teaching methodologies, which call for exercises that are meaning-driven. In the past, foreign language methods that addressed the teaching of pronunciation (for example, the AudioLingual Method) used mechanical drills under the assumption that learners would internalize the correct forms by meaningless repetition. Communicative-oriented teaching methodologies advocate (Celce-Murcia, 1987) recommend finding lexical and grammatical contexts containing many natural occurrences of the problematic sound and developing communicative tasks that incorporate those lexical and grammatical contexts. In this way, students can practice the learned pronunciation rule in a number of contexts ranging from controlled to open-ended communicative exercises.

Pronunciation Processing Instruction might meet these pedagogical requirements of communicative-oriented teaching methodologies. Unlike the old mechanical drills of the AudioLingual Method, and mirroring those used in PI, the drills used in PPI are meaning-based, so input is processed by attaching meaning to form at deeper levels of language processing (Lee & VanPatten, 2003).

Empirical investigations have shown PI to be a highly effective teaching strategy for the development of grammatical knowledge (Cadierno, 1995; Cheng, 1995, 2002; Farley, 2001; VanPatten & Cadierno, 1993; VanPatten & Oikkenon, 1996; VanPatten & Sanz, 1995). These studies show that by raising students’ awareness of their processing strategies and providing activities that prompt learners to notice the meaning of the targeted structure, they will construct more accurate grammatical representations of the target language (Collentine, 2002). Similarly, a more accurate phonological representation of the target language may be facilitated by an adoption of the PI approach to the teaching of pronunciation. All six PI guidelines can easily be followed in teaching pronunciation by: 1) teaching one sound at a time; 2) using meaningful drills, so meaning is the focus; 3) having students “do something” with the input by involving them in games and activities; 4) using oral and visual (images) input, given the nature of pronunciation; 5) moving from words to sentences to discourse; and 6) keeping in mind the phonological processing strategies. There are two main phonological processing strategies that need to be considered: a) learners of a foreign language tend to process foreign sounds according to degree of similarity to or difference from their L1 sounds (Best, 1995; Felege, 1995; Kuhl and Inverson, 1995); and b) learners process input for meaning before they process it for form. This last strategy is addressed above in numbers 2 (using meaningful drills, so meaning is the focus) and 3 (having students “do something” with the input by involving them in games and activities).

Table 1 shows how the guidelines of PI have been adapted to the teaching of pronunciation in this study.
Table 1. Pronunciation Processing Instruction

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grammar Instruction (VanPatten, 1996)</th>
<th>Pronunciation Processing Instruction (González-Bueno, 2005)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Teach only one thing at a time.</td>
<td>1. One target sound: Spanish rhotics.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Keep meaning in focus</td>
<td>2. Students are asked to choose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>between two words of two different meanings according to</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>what they hear.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>They hear:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>a. coral</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>b. corral</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Students have to select the visual (pictures) that</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>corresponds to what they hear.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Students do not have access to the written script, only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>to the visuals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Have students do something with</td>
<td>3. After determining which word, “coral” or “corral”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the input.</td>
<td>was heard, students have to perform some kind of task</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>depending on the activity, e.g., bingo game,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“flyswatter”... (see appendices).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Use both written and oral input.</td>
<td>4. Since the focus of this adaptation is pronunciation,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>that is, oral speech, written input is not used, only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>oral and visual (images).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Move from sentence to connected</td>
<td>5. Since the target form is the individual sound,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>discourse.</td>
<td>activities go from words in minimal pairs containing that</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>sound, to sentences, to connected discourse.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Keep the psycholinguistic</td>
<td>6. In the realm of phonology, there are two main</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>processing strategies in mind.</td>
<td>processing strategies that need to be taken into</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>consideration.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>a) Learners of a foreign language tend to process foreign</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>sounds according to their native language’s phonological</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>system (Best, 1995; Flege, 1995; Kuhl and Inverso, 1995).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>b) Learners process input for meaning before they</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>process it for form. This strategy is addressed above in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>numbers two and three.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The importance of developing an instructional method for teaching Spanish rhotic sounds to learners of Spanish as a foreign language is that there are Spanish linguistic contexts in which the mispronunciation of both tap and trill sounds might lead to miscommunication. This is particularly true in the case of pairs of words that differ only in these two sounds (minimal pairs), such as “pera” ‘pear’ and “perra” ‘female dog.’ Even when the situational context might help dismiss this type of confusion, the mere presence of a heavy foreign accent will interfere with effective communication (Munro, 1998; McCall, 2001) and will cause negative reactions from native speakers (Morley, 1994; Munro, Derwing & Sato, 2006). In addition, some L2 learners place a great weight upon having a good accent (Derwing & Munro, 2005; Levis & Grant, 2003; Setter & Jenkins, 2005), so they will benefit from pedagogical approaches that will help them attain this goal.

In order to observe the efficacy of Pronunciation Processing Instruction on the Spanish rhotic sounds, we designed the present pilot study following the methodology below.
Method

Participants

Twenty-four students in a suburban high school in the Midwest (nine males and 15 females) participated in the study. The 15-17-year-old participants, all native English speakers, were learning Spanish as a foreign language. They were second-year Spanish high school students from three different classes. The instructor reported that participants had not received any systematic pronunciation training prior to this project. The instructor, a licensed Spanish teacher, had taken a graduate seminar during which she was trained in PPI. Each intact class was randomly assigned to a different approach. The first group received PPI (N = 9), the second received a traditional pronunciation approach (N = 9), and the third did not receive any pronunciation training (N = 6). Although no assessment was administered at the time, participants’ proficiency was perceived by their instructor to be approximately equivalent to American Council on the Teaching of Foreign Languages (ACTFL) Novice-High. No hearing or speech impediment was reported.

Pedagogical Procedures

As previously stated, the pedagogical treatment for the PPI group followed the PPI guidelines and consisted of presenting the target words in minimal pairs through a variety of formats, starting with activities that focused on perception and followed by production ones at a later time. The instructor presented one activity per day for the first 10 minutes of class over a period of nine weeks. Adhering to the PI assumptions, production was deliberately delayed by dedicating the first seven weeks to perception activities and the last two weeks to production activities.

The traditional group received instruction from the classroom teacher only in a traditional listen-and-repeat format, but also for 10 minutes and for nine weeks. Instruction consisted of presenting the same target words used in the PPI group on an overhead transparency so students would repeat them aloud after the teacher.

The non-treatment group received no instruction in pronunciation at all. They received regular instruction from their classroom teacher throughout the study. No participants, in any of the three groups, were assigned any out-of-class work related to these activities.

Instructional materials

A set of instructional materials for the perception and production activities was developed for the PPI group. These materials were created from a set of 15 minimal pairs of real words targeting the Spanish tap /ɾ/ and trill /r/. These words were selected because it was easy to combine them in meaningful contexts. Frequency of use was not taken into consideration. These pairs were: cero/cerro; oro/corro; pero/perro; caro/carro; yara/barra; enterar/enterrar; varo/barro; corral/coral; moro/morro; pera/perra; parra/parra; toro/torro; encerar/encerrar; chorro/chorro; pira/pirra. These words were always presented in pairs, so participants had to make a choice between the two based on meaning. Visuals representing the meanings of all 30 words were used for perception and production activities (see Appendix A).

Perception

There were two types of perception activities: 1) games and, 2) answering comprehension questions while listening to a story (see Appendix B and C). These activities involved all 15 minimal pairs, forcing listeners to choose between the two members of the pair to demonstrate comprehension, but never having to produce the target sounds.

Production

All of the materials for the production activities were also created using the same 15 minimal pairs. The activities consisted of 1) games, 2) questions and answers based on class readings, and 3) storytelling (see Appendix D).

Data collection

The pre- and post-intervention data were collected through the administration of pre- and post-tests. The pre-test (perception and production) occurred at the beginning of the semester while the post-test (same as the pre-test) was given nine weeks later. The perception and production tests (in that order) were administered in the school language lab on the same day, lasting a total of 90 minutes.

Perception

The perception test included a discrimination task and an identification task (Appendix E). The discrimination task was designed from the 15 minimal pairs mentioned previously, along with 13 new additional minimal pairs (see appendix E). Of the 60 items on the task, 28 were minimal pairs (pero-perro); the remaining 32 were pairs of the same word (pero-pero or perro-perro). Students listened to a recording of a native speaker saying each pair of words. Afterwards, students marked the column indicating whether the words were the same or different.

For the identification task, 56 individual words taken from the same 28 minimal pairs in the discrimination task were used. Students listened to each word at a time, identifying the one heard by marking it on the answer sheet (Appendix E).

Prior to each task, participants received a training session consisting of five test items in order to familiarize them with the nature of the tasks.

Production

The production test included a read-aloud task containing a list of the same 28 minimal pairs used in the perception test. Students were instructed to read aloud the words at a normal pace, pausing between the two words in the pair. The teacher recorded the students’ oral production on computers using digital recording software called DAVID (Digital Audio/Video Interactive Decoder) (Davidson, 1996).

Data analysis

Given the preliminary nature of this study and the small sample size, the data was analyzed in a descriptive way in order to describe trends or patterns in their development towards a more native-like performance.

Perception

For both tasks – discrimination and identification – the results of the perception pre- and post-tests were coded by the researchers assigning a value of 0 for incorrect and 1 for correct responses. The resulting percentages of correct and incorrect responses were obtained and recorded.

Production

The participants’ production of Spanish /ɾ/ and /r/ were recorded and analyzed spectrographically by the researchers using Praat (Boersma & Weenik, 2007). Not all data could be analyzed due to the low quality of some of the recordings. Participants whose data were problematic[2] were eliminated from the analysis, resulting in an even
smaller sample than that with which we started. Only data from 19 out of the original 24 participants were considered for analysis: PPI group (N = 8), traditional group (N = 7), and non-treatment group (N = 4).

Acoustic parameters of Spanish /ɾ/ and /r/ include: duration; intensity; F1, F2 and F3 frequency; and number of interruptions (one interruption for the /ɾ/, multiple interruptions for the /r/) (Alarcos-Llorach, 1986; Martínez-Celdrán, 1994; Navarro-Tomás, 1990; Quilis & Hernández, 1990). However, only the latter (number of interruptions) was considered for this study because it was the most salient and easiest parameter to observe. Interruption is defined as the visual representation in a spectrogram of the contact between the tongue blade and the alveolar ridge.

Data were coded according to the following criteria:

- 0 = English equivalent: Subject’s attempts to produce a Spanish flap or a trill result in the English alveolar approximant.
- 1 = Interlanguage variety: The subject tries to produce the Spanish sound by moving away from the native alveolar approximant. However, neither a flap nor a trill is produced.
- 2 = Correct flap (when flap is the target); or Partially correct trill (when trill is the target): The tip of the tongue makes contact with the alveolar ridge only once, resulting in a flap.
- 3 = Correct trill (when trill is the target) or hyper-articulation (when flap is the target): The tip of the tongue makes contact with the alveolar ridge several times, resulting in a trill.

See table 2 for a visual display of this coding.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Sound</th>
<th>Explanation</th>
<th>Interpretation</th>
<th>Participants’ Spectrogram Sample</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>[ɹ] English Alveolar Approximant</td>
<td>Subject’s attempts to produce a Spanish flap or a trill result in the English alveolar approximant.</td>
<td>English equivalent</td>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Sample Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>[ɹ] Interlanguage Variety</td>
<td>The subject tries to produce the Spanish sound by getting away from the native alveolar approximant. However, neither a flap nor a trill is produced.</td>
<td>Interlanguage</td>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Sample Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>[ɹ] Flap</td>
<td>The tip of the tongue makes contact with the alveolar ridge only once, resulting in a flap.</td>
<td>Correct if target sound is flap. Partially correct if target sound is trill.</td>
<td><img src="image3" alt="Sample Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>[r] Trill</td>
<td>The tip of the tongue makes contact with the alveolar ridge several times, resulting in a trill.</td>
<td>Correct if target sound is trill. Hyper-articulation if target sound is flap.</td>
<td><img src="image4" alt="Sample Image" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Once all the responses were coded, an average of each participant percentage score for each category was calculated. Then, an average of all participants for each group and category was obtained.

Results

Perception

Perception results are drawn from the discrimination and identification test scores. For both tasks, percentages of correct responses were obtained. See table 3.
Table 3. Average Percent of Correct Perception Scores across Participants per Group and Task

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Discrimination</th>
<th>Identification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pre-test</td>
<td>Post-test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPI (N=9)</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>77.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traditional (N=9)</td>
<td>79.8</td>
<td>79.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-treatment (N=6)</td>
<td>69.6</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As it can be seen, all three groups obtained a high percentage of correct responses in both tasks. Therefore, the PPI group did not perform better than the other two groups in neither the pre- nor the post-test.

Production

Production results were analyzed by looking at the distribution of the data within the four criteria of analysis previously established (0 = English equivalent; 1 = Interlanguage; 2 = Correct if the target sound is a flap/Partially correct if the target sound is a trill; 3 = Correct if the target sound is a trill /hyper-articulation if the target sound is a flap). This analysis was expected to identify the category in which data that changed from pre-test to post-test fell, indicating a positive move away from the English-like production and thus an approximation to the target forms. Each group was individually analyzed and results are presented below.

Tap

The PPI group did not change production of English-like segments (0) from pre-test (87.7%) to post-test (88%). The other three categories were redistributed as follows: the interlanguage productions (1) increased from 0.89% at the pre-test to 1.8% at the post-test; the target sound (2) was produced only 0.44% at the pre-test, and increased to 8.9% at the post-test; and the hyper-articulation cases (3) decreased from 11% at the pre-test to 1.3% at the post-test.

The traditional group reduced the percentage of productions of English-like segments (0) from 47.4% to 19.4% at the post-test. The interlanguage pronunciation (1) decreased from 5% at the pre-test to 11% at the post-test. The production of the target sound (trill) as a tap (2) was reduced from 14% at the pre-test to 7.3% at the post-test. And the correct pronunciation of the target sound (3) increased from 16.5% at the pre-test to 23.7% at the post-test.

The non-treatment group did not change production of English-like segments (0) from pre-test (65%) to post-test (64%). The interlanguage productions (1) decreased from 3.5% at the pretest to 2.7% at the post-test. The target sound (2) was produced 7.5% of the time at the pre-test, but decreased to 2.6% at the post-test. And the hyper-articulation cases (3) increased from 24.5% at the pre-test to 30.4% at the post-test. See Table 4.

Table 4. Average Percent of Pre-Test-Post-Test Correct Tap Production Scores across Participants per Group and Category

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Tap</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pre-test</td>
<td>Post-test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPI</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(N=8)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>87.7</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>.89</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>.44</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traditional</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(N=7)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>16.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>6.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>27.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-treatment</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(N=4)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>64.5</td>
<td>64.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>2.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>24.5</td>
<td>30.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Trill

The PPI group reduced the percentage of productions of English-like segments (0) from 46.5% to 58% at the post-test. The interlanguage pronunciation (1) increased from 5% at the pre-test to 11% at the post-test. The production of the target sound (trill) as a tap (2) was reduced from 14% at the pre-test to 7.3% at the post-test. And the correct pronunciation of the target sound (3) increased from 16.5% at the pre-test to 23.7% at the post-test.

The traditional group reduced the percentage of productions of English-like segments (0) from 47.4% to 19.4% at the post-test. The interlanguage pronunciation (1) decreased from 12.8% at the pre-test to 10.6% at the post-test. The production of the target sound (trill) as a tap (2) increased from 13.3% at the pre-test to 22.5% at the post-test. And the correct pronunciation of the target sound (3) increased from 26.5% at the pre-test to 47.5% at the post-test.
The non-treatment group reduced the percentage of productions of English-like segments (0) from 34.7% to 13.4% at the post-test. The interlanguage pronunciation (1) decreased from 5.8% at the pre-test to 0.9% at the post-test. The production of the target sound (trill) as a tap (2) increased from 38.7% at the pre-test to 50.9% at the post-test. And the correct pronunciation of the target sound (3) increased from 20.8% at the pre-test to 34.8% at the post-test. See Table 5.

Table 5. Average Percent of Pre-Test-Post-Test Correct Trill Production Scores across Participants per Group and Category

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Pre-test</th>
<th>Post-test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0 1 2 3</td>
<td>0 1 2 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPI</td>
<td>64.5 5 14 16.5</td>
<td>58 11 7.3 23.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N=8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traditional</td>
<td>47.4 12.8 13.3 26.5</td>
<td>19.4 10.6 22.5 47.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N=7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non treatment</td>
<td>34.7 5.8 38.7 20.8</td>
<td>13.4 .9 50.9 34.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N=4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This approach to data analysis allowed us to see trends in the redistribution of the data in the cases where participants moved away from their English-like production. The observed trends are discussed in the next section.

Discussion

Perception

Anecdotal evidence from Spanish-learning situations shows that the Spanish /ɾ/ is not difficult for English-speaking learners to discriminate from the Spanish /θ/, whereas it is very difficult to produce. However, since PI postulates that improving the processing of the input should lead to improvement of the corresponding output, more time was devoted to perception activities (seven weeks) than to production activities (two weeks) during the implementation of the pedagogical treatment. Our data support the anecdotal evidence that the perception of Spanish /θ/ and /ɾ/ is not a problem. Therefore, participants in all three groups were able to discriminate and identify the Spanish /θ/ and /ɾ/ with the same level of accuracy at both the pre-test and post-test, regardless of the pedagogical treatment.

An explanation for these results might be that the Spanish /ɾ/, even though it poses articulatory difficulties to the English-speaking learner, is a new sound without an L1 counterpart. To frame it within the theoretical models discussed in the introduction, Spanish /ɾ/ is perceived as distant from any phonetic L1 sound, and difficult to assimilate to a familiar L1 sound, making it easy to establish a new category for it (Best, 1995; Flege, 1995). Similarly, English does not have a prototype sound that could have attracted Spanish /ɾ/ to it, making it easy to distinguish from an L1 sound (Kuhl and Inverso, 1995). In other words, the Spanish /ɾ/ is perceptually salient to L2 learners without the help of any instructional guidance. On the other hand, the Spanish /θ/ is easy to assimilate to the familiar English /θ/, which is an L1 prototype that will attract /θ/ to it, making it difficult to acquire. However, when the two sounds were contrasted in minimal pairs, as in the case of the discrimination and identification tasks used in this study, all three groups were able to perform well given the saliency of one of them, i.e., the trill. Had PPI been applied to the teaching of Spanish phonetic features less salient to the English-speaking learner (e.g., vowels), the results might have been different – that is, the percentage of correct responses at the post-test might have been higher.

Production

As stated earlier, the quantity of production data was significantly reduced, thus threatening the reliability of the results. Nevertheless, given the pilot nature of this study, the available data were deemed worthy of analyzing.

For both target sounds, a portion of the data gathered from all three groups, remained within the English-like range at the post-test. (Tap: PPI, 88%; traditional, 50%; non-treatment, 64.3 %. Trill: PPI, 58%; traditional, 19.4%; non-treatment, 13.4%). The remaining data did move away from the English-like category (0) towards the other three categories (interlanguage, target sound, and hypercorrection).

Following is a discussion of the observed patterns in each group.

The PPI group showed increased accuracy (i.e., improvement) in the production of both the tap and the trill. The improvement in the tap was due to an increase in the number of the target sounds from 0.44% to 8.9%, while decreasing the production of hyper-articulations (trill) from 11% to 1.3%. The improvement in the productions of the trill, on the other hand, was due mainly to an increase in the interlanguage production from 5% to 11% and the correct target productions (trill) from 16.5% to 23.7%, whereas there was a decrease in the English-like from 64.5% to 58% and the non-target tap pronunciation from 14% to 7.3%. It would seem that, as a result of the treatment, the PPI subjects might have become more aware of the distinction between the tap and the trill, and this awareness might have prompted them to avoid the tap-like production of trills while increasing the target sound at the post-test. In other words, this group increased the production of taps when this was the target sound and decreased its production when it was not the target sound. This pattern of movement towards improvement is only observed in the PPI group; the other two groups tended to increase hyper-articulation productions in the case of the tap (traditional, 16% to 27.3%; non-treatment, 24.5% to 30.4%) and increased the production of taps when the trill was the target sound (traditional, 13.3% to 22.5%; non-treatment, 38.7% to 50.9%). In the cases in which the traditional
non-treatment groups did decrease the English-like production and increased the target sound, the traditional group did slightly better than the non-treatment group. As stated above, the pattern of movement towards improvement is stronger in the PPI group than in the traditional and non-treatment groups. These observations offer a glimpse to the positive effect that instruction, and in particular PPI, may have on L2 pronunciation.

However, we cannot ignore that this trend was observed only on a small portion of the data. A high percentage of the production data remained unchanged, staying within the English-like production range.

**Conclusion**

In this pilot study, we wanted to explore the effect that PPI would have on the pronunciation of the Spanish tap and trill by high school students learning Spanish as a foreign language. The descriptive analysis did not show that the PPI group was much better than the traditional or the non-treatment groups in either the perception or the production tasks. In perception, and due to the saliency of the trill, participants in all three groups were able to discriminate and identify the Spanish tap and trill on the pre-test, resulting in no changes on the post-test.

In production, only a small portion of the data improved at the post-test as a major portion of the data remained unchanged. Although these results are far from being conclusive as to the applicability of PI to the teaching of pronunciation, we cannot ignore the fact that a more rigorous implementation of PPI might have resulted in more promising outcomes. It is possible that the instructor may not have strictly followed the PPI procedure. Constant researcher supervision was not available. Another consequence of the lack of control during implementation is that we do not know the speed with which the input passage was read, and to what degree it was slowed down, which might have made the target segments sound unnatural.

This is a common problem. Classroom-based studies do not allow for the same degree of control as lab-based studies, but are so important in the application of research findings. Accordingly, an effort must be made to bring a higher level of control to research done in the language classroom.

Nonetheless, the production data revealed a trend towards improvement only in the PPI group. The changes noted were concentrated on the production of the target sounds rather than on non-target sounds such as interlanguage and hyper-articulation forms. However, in the other two groups, changes concentrated more on non-target sounds (interlanguage and hyper-articulation forms) than on target sounds.

In conclusion, this study suggests that PPI might have a positive effect on the improvement of L2 pronunciation as indicated by the observed trends in the descriptive analysis of the data. For more empirical evidence on the effect of PPI in L2 pronunciation, statistical analyses should be applied – for which a larger sample than the one used in this study should be selected. Additionally, the following factors should be taken into consideration:

- Adequate recording of the data for accurate acoustic analysis;
- Selection of target sounds that are equally difficult to perceive and to produce;
- Careful implementation of the PPI procedure.

Although additional empirical studies are necessary to lend stronger support for PPI, foreign language teachers are encouraged to incorporate PPI as part of their teaching repertoire. All indications offered by this study suggest that PPI might have a positive effect on pronunciation. Furthermore, teachers are encouraged to continue incorporating pronunciation instruction in their classrooms, because, as observed in this study, even a traditional approach yields slightly better results than no approach at all.
APPENDIX B
PERCEPTION ACTIVITIES

Matamoscas

“Matamoscas” or “flyswatter” consisted of projecting visuals of target word pairs on an overhead projector. The students heard a recording of a native speaker producing one of the words and competed to see who could first “swat” the corresponding visual.

Identification cards

This activity consisted of cards with ‘r’ and “rr” imprinted on them. The students held up the appropriate card after listening to the native speaker say the target word aloud.

APPENDIX C
LISTENING COMPREHENSION

The listening comprehension task consisted of listening to a story with embedded target words. The story was told by a native speaker who used 15 words with the trill segment and 12 words with the tap segment. After the storytelling, students orally answered questions focused on the target words discriminating the trill and tap segments for comprehension measurement purposes.

Un perro llamado Moro

Un perro llamado Moro viajaba por los cerros de Morón en la provincia de Sevilla. De pronto diviso a lo lejos un carro conducido por un hombre acompañado de su perra, que iba sentada junto al morral. Cuando Larra, que así se llamaba el hombre, vio a Moro, pensó que se trataba de un zorro y se dispuso a tirarle una piedra de las que llevaba en el morral para ahuyentar a los animales. “Mira, Larra le dijo a su perra—voy a darle un par de zarzuelas a ese zorro. Larra, que vio que no era un zorro, sino otro perro, empezó a ladrar. Mientras Larra la calmaba, Moro se acercó más al carro. Larra pensó que sería más efectivo usar la barra de hierro que llevaba escondida en el forro de la chaqueta para usar en situaciones peligrosas. Pero cuando se dio cuenta de que Moro no era un zorro, sino otro perro, en vez de golpearlo, le lanzó lejos una vara de olivo para ahuyentarlo. Moro, que se dio cuenta de que allá no lo querían, corrió a esconderse en un corral vecino que divisó al otro lado del cerro. Al poco rato llegó al corral Ramón Fierro, el dueño de la granja en que se encontraba Moro. Venía a encerrar a Soro, un toro fiero que iba a vender muy caro en la inminente feria de ganado. Cuando Soro vio a Moro, le embistió con tanta fuerza que lo mandó a la parra vecina. Ahora Moro tenía todo el cuerpo dolorido, en vez de solamente el morro. El pobre Moro, con la moral por el suelo, salió del corral y siguió su camino por los cerros, tratando de evitar todos los carros y corrales que veía por el camino.

Perception:

(Done in English, so the focus is solely on perception and not production.)

1. What kind of animal is Moro?  
   A dog (perro)
2. What means of transportation was Larra driving?  
   A cart (carro)
3. What animal did Larra think that Moro was?  
   A fox (zorro)
4. Where did Larra keep the rocks?  
   In his knapsack (morral)
5. Where did Larra intend to hit Moro?  
   On its nose (morro)
6. What did Larra throw to Moro?  
   A stick (vara)
7. Where did Moro hide from Larra?  
   In a corral (corral)
8. What kind of bull was Soro?  
   Fierce (fiero)
9. Against what did Soro throw poor Moro?  
   Grape vine (parra)
10. What did Moro have very low after this episode?  
   Its mood/spirit (moral)
**APPENDIX D**

**PRODUCTION ACTIVITIES**

**Battle ship**

The game “battleship” was adapted by using Clipart pictures of the target words. The students chose five “ships,” or words, covered them with a plastic disc and then tried to guess which word their partner had by naming a target word. The first person to uncover all five of their partner’s covered words won.

**Bingo**

Bingo cards containing all the target words were distributed to students. Students took turns being callers and had to pronounce the target word correctly in order for the other players to determine whether they had the intended word on their cards.

**Concentration game**

The game “concentration” required that students turned over two picture cards at a time and say the words, and then find a match.

**Pictionary**

Students drew target words containing either the tap or the trill on the board and other students had to say the word when they recognized it.

**Questions and Answers**

Students in pairs answered oral questions to elicit one of the target words. The questions were created to reflect a country life theme, which was the topic of the unit studied at the time (e.g., *En el campo, ¿dónde se encuentran las uvas? En las parras*).

**Storytelling**

Students chose three pictures of target words to create a story as part of a creative storytelling activity.

---

**APPENDIX E**

**PERCEPTION TESTS**

**Discrimination Task**

You will hear pairs of words. Sometimes the two words will be identical, and some other times they will differ slightly. Listen carefully and indicate (X) in the following sheet whether the two elements of the pair sound the SAME or DIFFERENT:

*Example:*

You hear “pero – perro”

You mark (X) the column “SAME”:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>SAME</th>
<th>DIFFERENT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

You hear “pero – pero”

You mark (X) the column “DIFFERENT”:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>SAME</th>
<th>DIFFERENT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
APPENDIX E
PERCEPTION TESTS (cont.)

Training Session:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SAME</th>
<th>DIFFERENT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Test

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Same</th>
<th>Different</th>
<th>Same</th>
<th>Different</th>
<th>Same</th>
<th>Different</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>2.</td>
<td>3.</td>
<td>4.</td>
<td>5.</td>
<td>6.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>8.</td>
<td>9.</td>
<td>10.</td>
<td>11.</td>
<td>12.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25.</td>
<td>26.</td>
<td>27.</td>
<td>28.</td>
<td>29.</td>
<td>30.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31.</td>
<td>32.</td>
<td>33.</td>
<td>34.</td>
<td>35.</td>
<td>36.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37.</td>
<td>38.</td>
<td>39.</td>
<td>40.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Identification Task

You will hear individual words read from either one of two columns. Mark (X) the word that you think is being pronounced.

Example:

You hear “perro”
You mark (x) the word “perro” from list B

Training Session:

A       B

☐ pero   ☐ perro
☐ pira   ☐ pirra
☐ vara   ☐ barra
☐ moro   ☐ morro
☐ ara    ☐ arra

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>pero</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>pera</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>coral</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>coro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>toro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>cero</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>poro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>cara</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Lara</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>mira</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>para</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>pira</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>varo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>encerar</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>boro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>toro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>fiero</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>era</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>vara</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>moro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>ara</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>ahora</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>choro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>moral</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>Oreo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>soro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>enterar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>Moro</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Notes

1 We deliberately use the term drill to emphasize the fact that drills that are meaningful, like the ones used in the intervention in this study, are fundamentally different from the mechanical drills typical of behaviorist approaches.

2 For example, missing data or poor recording that made spectrographical analysis impossible.
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A very interesting and thought-provoking anthology, *Methodology and Materials Design in Language Teaching: Current Perceptions and Practices and their Implications* contains 14 papers selected from those presented at the 37th International Seminar of the SEAMEO Regional Language Centre, 22 – 24 April, 2002. The seminar sought to 1) critically examine changes in and approaches to designing instructional materials for language teaching, 2) critically examine changes in approaches to methods of language teaching, and 3) assess the implication of those changes for classroom practices. The 14 seminar papers selected for publication are organized into three sections in the anthology: (I) *Materials Design and Evaluation in Language Teaching*, (II) *Methodology and Text*, and (III) *Materials in Use in Southeast Asia*.

The five papers in Section I, *Materials Design and Evaluation in Language Teaching*, deal with issues that materials designers need to consider when developing language teaching materials. In the first paper, “Authenticity in the Design and Development of Materials,” Richard Day braves controversy, taking issue with devotion to authenticity in language-learning materials, activities, tasks, and exercises, referring to it as a “cult,” and, because of problems associated with the use of authentic materials and a lack of empirical evidence supporting their use, he recommends instead “appropriateness,” by which he means that it is appropriate to simplify authentic materials to make them more accessible to learners: “learners have to use materials appropriate for their ability” (p. 6) because “authentic texts are generally much too difficult for the majority of language learners” (p. 6). He adds that “we should not confuse the goal—to achieve a level of fluency that allows learners to use and make use of authentic texts—with the process of getting there” (p. 6).

In the second paper, “Humanising the Coursebook,” Brian Tomlinson complains about textbooks that students find irrelevant because they do not relate to their lives, and makes a strong case for using books that have been “written to inform, stimulate or entertain rather than to teach language” (p. 13). His favorite genre is the narrative because “narrative can provide a rich and meaningful exposure to language in use and can stimulate the use of language in response (both internally in inner speech and externally in discussion)” (p. 14). He concludes that “The easiest way to make a coursebook humanistic is to ensure that in most activities the learners are asked about their own views, attitudes, feelings and opinions, that they are helped to think of their own examples and connections and that they are made to feel as though they are equal interactants with the coursebook writers and with the authors of texts which the coursebook includes” (p. 24).

The third paper, “Materials for New Technologies: Learning from Research and Practice,” by Denise Murray, is a very practical report on insights from the literature and teaching experience on factors that need to be kept in view when selecting or designing materials for computer-assisted instruction. Among those factors are the teacher’s and students’ level of expertise in the use of technology, the language in which instructions are given in the learning materials, the potential for student-centered instruction, the
The advent of powerful microcomputers and fast internet connections allows us to rethink the way foreign languages are taught in the classroom. Digital audio and video in particular allow us to bridge the gap between foreign language instruction at home and second language instruction in countries where the target language is spoken. But they do more. The digitization of sound and moving pictures finally allows us to work with oral language the way we have been able to work with written language all along: to highlight, to cut up, to replay words and sentences easily and quickly, to analyse, to categorize, and to memorize efficiently and comprehensively.1 The advent of digital video and audio allows us to double our efforts to teach language for functional proficiency, including oral proficiency, in the classroom, and it allows us to reconsider the role grammatical knowledge plays in the development of language competence and language performance.

In the paper the author takes issue with the notion of a single, abstract grammar underlying all language skills, and takes the position that “it is equally plausible to assume that different skills rest on different competencies even though it seems clear that the grammatical competencies associated with each skill must, at least partially, overlap each other” (p. 72). He discusses different types of grammar (e.g., primary, literacy, and linguistic), but he does not discriminate clearly between them, and the discussion is spread out in such a way that the reader will have difficulty understanding the author’s intended meaning until late in the paper. Even then, the reader may become confused because the author adds four grammars, one for each language skill, and three of the four seem to be the same as the primary, literacy, and linguistic grammars. Examples of the content of the grammars would have been very helpful, as would a definition of “grammar.”

In addition to describing different kinds of grammar, the author discusses the development of grammatical competence. Readers may find controversial his position that “the ability to use a word or grammatical form productively does not emerge from exposure to comprehensible input but rather is acquired when the item in question is used productively, i.e., while speaking, while trying to communicate” (p. 79). This seems to ignore the modeling, comprehensible-input answer to the question, how does the learner know what to produce?

In the second paper in Section II, “Developing Academic Texts to Enhance Inference Use,” Ronald Brown points out that students’ ability to comprehend what they read and to draw appropriate inferences depends on three factors; prior topical knowledge, purpose for reading, and knowledge of text structure or genre. According to Brown, an effective procedure for guiding students in making inferences from narratives is to have them (1) describe what they know about the situation in the story, (2) identify similar situations from their personal experiences or prior knowledge, (3) decide if the situations are similar enough to warrant an inference about the story, and (5) [sic] draw inferences. To help students understand the story, Brown recommends as a procedure that teachers can use in teaching reading comprehension, the Language Experience Approach, “during which students and the teacher collaboratively write a narrative based on a common experience” (p. 101). He also recommends the Directed Reading-Thinking activity (p. 102), Cooperative Learning (paired activities) (p. 102f), K-W-L (which “tries to activate background knowledge and show students how text can be related to what they know and what they want to learn”) (p. 104f), and the Discussion Continuum, which “encourages students to make connections of personal experiences and backgrounds to the ideas, concepts, and issues presented in a text” and fosters the expression of opposing views (p. 105).

Brown makes the interesting assertion that as students begin to read independently it is important that they experience a variety of listening activities, and he recommends as a procedure that teachers can use in teaching reading comprehension, the Language Experience Approach, “during which students and the teacher collaboratively write a narrative based on a common experience” (p. 101). He also recommends the Directed Reading-Thinking activity (p. 102), Cooperative Learning (paired activities) (p. 102f), K-W-L (which “tries to activate background knowledge and show students how text can be related to what they know and what they want to learn”) (p. 104f), and the Discussion Continuum, which “encourages students to make connections of personal experiences and backgrounds to the ideas, concepts, and issues presented in a text” and fosters the expression of opposing views (p. 105).
them focus on making inferences” (p.92). Included in the paper is a very practical section, Teressa, Here is missing text

“Reading strategies that Help Students Understand Text and Draw Inferences.”

In the third paper in Section II, “Helping Learners to Become Critical: How Coursebooks Can Help,” Amos Paran makes a simple yet strong case for critical reading by 1) beginning his paper with a published quotation that wonderfully illustrates the possibility of overlooking errors in content, and 2) by saying that “our basic instinct is to trust the written word, and thereby lies its power. But the written word is often misleading or wrong, and if it is wrong where a major publishing house is concerned, how much more so in all the other sources of our reading, or when so much of the reading that our students do is on the WWW, where there is no gatekeeping and no quality control . . .” (p. 109f).

Paran goes on to define elements of critical thinking, to “examine the ways in which these areas have been addressed – or rather not addressed – in EFL,” and to “propose ways in which components of thinking may be introduced into classrooms in general, with a particular focus on the type of exercise that can be incorporated into EFL coursebooks” (p. 110).

Paran asserts that there is little reflection on the meaning of texts in English Language Teaching (ELT) and hypothesizes that “what seems to be happening is that in spite of paying lip service to a preoccupation with meaning, within general ELT more often than not the text is there not for its meaning, but for its language learning – or rather language teaching – potential” (p. 113). This use of the “text as linguistic object” (TALO) leads the author into a discussion of three other possible uses of texts: as a source of information, reading strategy instruction, and thinking. For the author, only the last of these encourages the learner to question or evaluate the text.

Paran suggests a number of activities that require learners to think. Among them are: distinguishing fact from opinion, distinguishing supported from unsupported opinions, finding factual errors in a text, corroborating or disproving information in a text, giving an evaluative reaction to what one reads, identifying conflicting information or opinions within or between texts, and providing reasons for one’s response, view or attitude.

The first paper in Section III (Materials in Use in Southeast Asia) is Andrew Gonzalez’ “ESL Materials for Philippine Use in Primary and Secondary Schools: Across Four Paradigmatic Generations.” By “paradigmatic generations” Gonzalez refers to time periods during which a particular paradigm or model of language teaching and learning prevailed and influenced the types of ESL materials produced and prescribed for use in the public schools at the primary and secondary levels. The first three of the four time periods discussed are the Audiolingual period, the period of Cognitive Language Teaching, and the period of Communicative Language Teaching. The fourth generation of methods and materials in use in the Philippine educational system does not have a specific name, “but represents the convergence and realisation of the earlier intellectual movements in English language teaching in the country” (p. 127).

Looking back over the four generations of methods and materials, the author writes that

...one is struck by the finding that only in the first generation, the period of American Structuralist model, was there an integrated model of psycholinguistic language learning theory, a dominant linguistic model, a derived methodology, procedures and techniques as well as sets of materials for many languages. The cognitive heritage of Chomsky left no such integrated paradigm and most likely was not intended by its theorists to lead to anything practical in language teaching. In communicative language teaching, the British Council group of linguists left both a theory (Littlewood, 1981; Widdowson, 1978) and method embodied in several writings (Wilkins, 1972, 1974, 1976) and sets of materials by various authors. In the fourth generation, while there has not been an integration and a psycholinguistic theoretical backing (except for a call for higher order cognitive processes), there is now a consistent model, theory and methodology and research on ESP plus sundry techniques and procedures (Flowerdew & Peacock, 2001). (p. 133)

Gonzalez laments in conclusion (p. 133) that in spite of studies of the effects and effectiveness of methods and procedures, “we do not really know for sure what works and what does not work, given the many variables present for any kind of success in language learning. Above all, we do not really know why some procedures reach some modicum of success and some do not. Thus there is need for further research at present. We must explore a terra incognita waiting for the patient investigation of the researcher armed not only with an experience of classroom teaching but with a theoretical framework for his pedagogical grammar, and a psychological theory of language learning which lends itself to some form of verifiability.”

The second paper in Section III, “Mandated English Teaching Materials and their Implications to Teaching and Learning: The Case of Indonesia,” Iwan Jazadi “examines the government textbooks that are externally mandated teaching materials for use at junior and senior high schools throughout Indonesia and considers whether they are “good” materials or not” (p. 143). He defines a good textbook as “one that is designed based on learner-centred principles, which focus on learners and on learning, and which give learners a role in classroom decision making processes. The aim is to optimise all students’ motivation, learning and achievement (Reilly, 2000:2)” (p. 143). Jazadi weighs the materials in the learner-centered balance and finds them lacking.

The third paper in Section III is “Where are the ELT Textbooks?” In it Shani Chandran discusses the use of English language textbooks in Malaysian schools and reports the findings of an interview survey conducted among 60 English teachers in a sample of more than 30 randomly selected urban schools in Malaysia. The interviews were designed to elicit from the teachers their attitudes, feelings, beliefs, values, and perceptions in regard to the main English language textbooks prescribed by the Malaysian Ministry of Education.

Readers who are puzzled by the title of Chandran’s paper will find their curiosity satisfied upon reading that most of the teachers surveyed claimed that they used commercially available workbooks instead of the prescribed textbooks. In comparison with the prescribed textbooks, the workbooks, which were published on a regular basis, were found by the teachers to be more up to date, attractively illustrated in color, more suitably graded to suit the various levels of learners in different parts of Malaysia, superior in the extent of their description of language structures and in the provision of
accompanying activities, and better at acquainting learners with examination format and
item types.

Chandran’s bottom-line assessment of the value of the prescribed textbooks is that “it is undesirable that a National Curriculum, as in the Malaysian case, may not be able to cater to the needs of all learners and teachers. However, with limited time and increased teaching loads, English Language teachers in the Malaysian schools should find these prescribed textbooks to be of some help” (p. 163).

A key issue discussed in Chandran’s paper is the role of the textbook in the setting of curricular objectives in practice, and she eloquently summarizes another author’s position that “textbooks are good servants but poor masters, and that teachers should use the textbook to suit the needs of the learners and the lesson rather than to let the textbook decide on the needs of the learners and the lesson” (p. 162).

In the conclusion of her paper Chandran returns to the question of textbook usage by teachers and expresses her concern that workbooks, which are intended to supplement a primary text, “have taken on centre stage” (p. 168). She adds that “whether or not this over-reliance on workbooks has any serious impacts on learners’ language development merits a careful study” (p. 168).

The fourth paper in Section III, “Localising ELT Materials in Vietnam: A Case Study,” should be of special interest to supervisors and teacher trainers. In the paper Bao Dat reports on an action research study of how ELT materials could be adapted and tailored to meet the needs of local teachers and students in Vietnam.

The study was prompted by “the need to solve a real problem in many classrooms where students are verbally unresponsive and unenthusiastic during classroom discussion” (p. 172). The study was conducted in a class of 44 learners of intermediate English. To obtain input from the students, the author administered a survey that posed the following questions:

1. In your personal experience as a learner, what factors often take away your interest in the lesson and intimidate you from participating in classroom discussions?

2. Would you like to make suggestions so that the teacher can help you feel good and participate better?

Based on the students’ survey responses, the author selected a regular lesson that was viewed as being difficult to teach well, and, in consultation with the teacher who would teach the lesson, simplified and adapted it to make it more suitable for the target students in content and level of language. In spite of prior planning, when the innovative lesson was given, some of the initial activities unfortunately illustrated the difficulty in getting teachers to teach in ways to which they are not accustomed, and the author was reminded of the following observation by Kenny and Savage:

All human systems tend to seek stability and hence preserve themselves from undesirable or unnecessary change. Except in dire situations where it is a choice between changing and perishing, it is much easier to stay the same.

Fortunately for all involved, the lesson ended successfully with much student involvement in discussion.

In the next paper, “Developing an Oral Communication Skills Training Package: Process and Product; Problems and Solutions,” Gloria Poedjosoedarmo describes the development of a teacher-training package for use in Southeast Asia, a package that was designed “to improve the proficiency of English language teachers in ASEAN countries where English is a foreign language and, at the same time, to provide them with the methodology needed to teach oral communication skills” (p. 192). The stages in the development process included conducting a needs analysis in each of the ten ASEAN nations, producing the package, and piloting and revising it. The project took three years and was completed in December, 2001.

Included in the paper is an easy-to-read and informative summary of the responses to the needs analysis, as well as a detailed description of the content of the package of training materials that were developed on the basis of the analysis. Readers involved in developing materials may find useful the author’s account of problems the project team encountered in the production process (e.g., selection of a language model for texts and recordings) and how they dealt with them. In discussing end-of-project challenges, the author makes the down-to-earth observation that “materials developers should be aware that when changes occur towards the end of a project, it may not be possible to implement the pedagogically wisest solution because of time and budget constraints” (p. 205).

In the last paper in Section III, “Collaborative Materials Design for Communication Skills Training in an Engineering Curriculum,” Carmel Heah and Li Shu Yun describe the collaborative development of Essential Communication Strategies for Engineering Students, an in-house textbook that integrated communication skills training with engineering training. The training materials were intended for use in a second-year communication skills course in the School of Civil and Environmental Engineering at Nanyang Technological University. The course had as one of its objectives “the development of language competence . . . to prepare students for effective participation in the professional community of civil and environmental engineers” (p. 208). A second objective was “to improve the marketability of the engineering graduates through providing opportunities in communication skills training for developing essential attributes in an engineer such as independence, initiative, confidence, as well as skills in team-building and problem-solving” (p. 209). The materials developed to meet these objectives were very practical, because, according to the authors, “the syllabus is task-based and syllabus items reflect the communication tasks that students will have to perform in the workplace” (p. 215).

Major benefits of the course-development project were as follows:

1. Students reported increased interest in communication skills training as the workplace orientation of tasks and projects enabled them to see the importance and relevance of communication skills in their profession.

2. Students generally found the tasks and activities interesting and challenging. They welcomed the opportunities given to work independently and in teams.

3. Language specialists were able to drop their traditional role as “disseminator of knowledge” — a role they are uncomfortable about as they are unfamiliar with the content area. Instead, they are able to develop their skills as facilitators of learning” (pp. 216-217).

Included in the paper is a useful list of lessons that the language specialists learned from working with engineering experts in designing the course and in developing the materials. With its exposition of the principles of materials design and of the design model that were followed by the team of language and subject specialists, the paper should be of significant interest to materials developers in similar situations.
All in all, *Methodology and Materials Design* is a very interesting and informative book in content, and its many papers are well researched. In form, unfortunately, the reader will all too frequently encounter glitches (e.g., misspellings, missing references) which reflect insufficient attention to editing, so many that this reviewer would recommend preparation of an errata list.

Notes

1 Later in the paper (p. 83) the author observes that “before the advent of computer-controlled video, spoken language, especially for beginning learners, was simply too fast, too rich, and too complex for learners to notice more than some prominent syllables or words.”

2 The author describes K-W-L as “a three-step procedure: (what one knows, (2) what one wants to learn, and (3) what one has learned.” In that procedure “students generate their own questions and attempt to infer author’s purpose” (p. 104).
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Many personal anecdotes from students who have spent time in a foreign country attest to the influential and potentially life-changing experience that can be found while studying abroad. In addition, many language educators, parents and students support the assumption that study abroad is the superior context for language learning. Truly this context of learning is a relevant piece of many students’ academic careers. In fact, the 2010 Open Doors Report says that approximately 260,000 American students studied abroad in during the 2008/2009 academic year (Institute for International Education, 2010). It is against this background that Language Learning and Study Abroad is set. This timely book critically synthesizes study abroad research in order to describe the history and current state of this field of research.

The first of six chapters begins by giving some background to the field of study abroad research. The author clearly defines the term of “study abroad” and explains the different perceptions of this concept on a global scale. The author, Celeste Kinginger, gives detailed profiles of the policies and practices associated with study abroad in three major regions of the world: the United States, the European Union, and Japan. She then notes that there is a strong bias for the American perception of study abroad and an emphasis on American students’ experiences in the research literature. This is due to the prominence of English-language publications in the field of SLA as well as the strong emphasis on the study abroad context by American foreign language educators and applied linguists, as compared to those from more multilingual regions of the globe. Despite this bias, Kinginger sets out to bring together past and current literature in the field and to examine the variety of approaches used in order to describe what exactly is known about the relationship between language learning and study abroad.

Following this thorough introduction, the second chapter examines how researchers have measured language acquisition within the study abroad context of learning. This chapter focuses on researchers’ attempts to generalize the learning outcomes of students who study abroad. The chapter is organized around the holistic constructs, or overall outcomes, that researchers have used to define language acquisition: general proficiency, oral proficiency, listening comprehension, and literacy-related skills of reading and writing. This order of analysis more or less follows historical research trends. Although the studies reviewed in this chapter reveal an overall picture that is generally positive, the relationship between language gain and study abroad has not yet been conclusively proven at this point. This type of research showed great variation in learning outcomes and raised many additional questions regarding the complexity of this context of learning.

The questions raised from the holistic approaches for measuring language learning while abroad lead the reader to the next chapter, which reviews literature examining more discrete areas of language proficiency. Under the umbrella of communicative competence, which is defined as “the functional value of language ability” (p.70), the third chapter analyzes research in the areas of linguistic competence, speech acts, discourse competence, sociolinguistic competence and strategic competence. The studies reviewed continue to be analyzed in terms of their methodology, which spans across a wide variety of second language acquisition theories and approaches and their results. Although it appears that study abroad has a positive impact on communicative competence overall, the studies highlighted in this chapter point towards the need for researchers to better understand the...
qualities of the study abroad experience. Perhaps an exploration of how students spend their time, how they are received, and to what extent they engage in using the target language would further explain their language development.

The fourth chapter tackles the above-mentioned challenge by synthesizing research concerning the communicative settings that are available to study abroad students. Kinginger presents many studies that have examined the elements of formal instruction, homestay, service encounters and informal contacts within the study abroad context. These studies, of which the majority are qualitative in nature, begin to explore the complexity of this context of language learning and illustrate how varied and unique each learner’s experience may be. In fact, Kinginger summarizes the findings with this statement: “Taken together, investigations of communicative settings in study abroad present a rich and detailed portrait of learners’ varied experiences from which there emerge few generalizations and no precepts that can be applied in good conscience to every student” (p. 151). This dilemma required researchers to examine student experiences in an even deeper fashion.

The final synthesis chapter addresses more recent research questions that pertain to language socialization and identity. As researchers began looking into the qualities of students’ experiences while abroad, these topics became increasingly relevant to the question of what causes language learning in study abroad. Learners are human agents who bring their own identities, past history and future expectations with them when they study abroad. This area of research leaves behind outcomes-based research designs and adopts a descriptive account of the experience, most often from the learner’s perspective. Overall, these studies tell us much about the variety of experiences that students encounter and reveal that this variation may not be based solely on traditional individual differences. Rather, Kinginger highlights the role that learners’ dispositions and the interactive settings that are available and utilized by learners may play in the language learning process while abroad.

The strengths of this book are evident in its concluding chapter. The conclusion provides a summarizing, big-picture view of the current field of study abroad research, suggestions for future areas of research, and implications for programs, policy and pedagogy. One of the greatest strengths of this book is the critical and detailed picture that emerges about the changing landscape of past and current study abroad research. Despite the wide variety of methodologies and topics covered by the reviewed works, Kinginger succeeds in stitching together each study as a piece of a quilt that relates and differs from the other pieces. It is through these common threads that the author is able to incorporate such a vast amount of research into one single work.

The limitations of this book are also related to its strengths. The sheer number of relatively small-scale studies, which adopt such a wide range of methodologies and theoretical frameworks, can be difficult to classify and compare. However, Kinginger is aware of this challenge. In addition, though this book may be informative for a wide audience of researchers, educators and students, there are certain limitations in the research available today that hinder direct, generalized applications to practice. Those limitations include the wide gap between empirical findings and the more recent qualitative descriptions.

In summary, *Language Learning and Study Abroad* is a significant contribution to the field of second language acquisition research. It provides a thorough and contextualized description of the field of study abroad research. Limited only by the constraints of a complex body of literature, the author works hard to critically synthesize what has been studied since and what is currently known about language learning in a study abroad context. What results is a detailed overview that can be informative to many audiences and also reveals gaps in the literature, which may point to the future trends of research in the field.
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